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'Kind of the Tenderloin District
Estrada and Chamorro Will Be Records Will Not Be for General
County Commissioner Appointed Special Meeting of Committee on Water, Water Everywhere But
Not a Drop to Drink is
in the Windy City on Lake
Territories Tomorrow to
Inspection Until Approfor Second District
Asked to Help Restore
Latest Plaint.
Formulate Report.
Michigan.
of Mora.
Peace.
priation Is Made.
'

Governor Mills has settled down to
the routine of the executive office and
while callers are still many, he manages to dispose of business rapidly
and without delay. He has accepted
the invitation for himself and his staff
of the Commercial Club of Albuquerque to a reception in his honor on
March 303. Adjutant General A. S.
Brookes today issued orders to members of the staff to be on deck for the
occasion.
County Commissioner Appointed.
Governor Mills today appointed Severe Lucero of Lucero, county commissioner for the second district of
Mora county, in place cf Rafael Romero y Lopez, deceased. The appointment of Lucero was recommended by
the Republican central committee of
Mora county.
Notaries Public.
It was a big batch of notaries public who were commissioned today by
Governor Mills. They are: Emiterio
Espinosa, Abiquiu, Rio Arriba county;
Francisco Cordova, Gallina, Rio Arriba county; Edith Wileman, Raton,
Colfax county; Francis H. Rathbun.
Samuel
Rock Island, Quay county;
Van Curen, Haile, Guadalupe county.
Lift for the School Fund.
Land Commissioner R. P. Ervien
yesterday turned over to Territorial
Treasurer Miguel A. Otero the sum of
$3,472.27 derived from land leases for
the public school income and the institutional funds.
A Model College.
Incorporation papers' were filed today in the office of Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa by the Southwestern Holiness College of Elida, Roosevelt county, whose incorporation provisions are somewhat unusual in that

to The New" Mextican.
Washington, D. C., March 4. Father V. H. Ketcham, head of the Catho- lie missions, closed the final hearings
on the statehood bill before the senate committee of territories. An extra
meeting of the committee on Saturday
will prepare a report on statehood
with which the amended bill will be
presented to the Senate on Monday.
Chairman Cecil Lyon, of the Republican state central committee of
Texas, and Collector of Customs A. L.
Sharpe of El Paso, Texas, just reappointed, spent some time with Secretary of the Treasury McVeagh today
and went with him to the White
House.
Chairman H. O. Bursum of the New
Mexico Republican central committee
will return to Washington from New
York on Monday. He has accomplished considerably for the modification
of the statehood bill and has been exSpecial

S,eajttle, Wash., March 4. Cudrni- nating in the Wellington disaster, the
and avalanches of the last
have been resiwnsible for
j ten days,
the loss of about $2,500,000 to the,
railroads of the Pacific Northwest.
The Great Northern is the heaviest
loser, its line through the Cascades
has been tied upsince the middle of
last week. The avalanche at Welling- ton, it is estimated, cost the com-- '

traordinarily successful in other New
Mexico matters. Former Territorial
Treasurer J. H. Vaughn of Santa Fe,
'is in Washington with him. Mrs.
George W. Armijo and her two sisters,
the Misses Manderfield, are here.
Delegate Ralph Cameron of Arizona,
M.
Schuster to the
accompanied
White House today.
The Indian
appropriations bill,
which makes many reductions over
former years, will be reported to the
Senate early next weeK ana unless
the statehood hill Is soon disposed of
it will be displaced by the appropria

j
'

;

;

pany $1,500,000.
Drinking Water is Very Scarce.
Spokane, March 4. After causing
a loss of $1,500,000 in central and
scarce. The Dayton and Upper Tou- ginning to subside, although water
is still covering the streets in the
towns of the Palouse wheat country
and the fruit belt in the central part
iof the state. The towns along the
Snake and Clearwater rivers in Wash- ington and Idaho had no mail since
Sunday and business is practically
Colfax is in bad shape.!
suspended.
The fuel famine has been partly re-- :
lieved, but drinking water is very
scarce. The Dayton and Upper Tou- chet and Petit valleys were swept byi
floods yesterday.
Tremendous Power of Avalancne.
Everett, March 4. A report was

Chicago, March 4. Alderman John
New York, March 4 There will be
s
Coughlin, known to his admiring
no wholesale executions of rebel lead
stitiients and the world at large as
in Nicaragua following the col"Bath House John," was nominated ers
cause, accord
for the tenth consecutive time for lapse of the insurgents
the specLuis
Dr.
Core,
to
Filipe
ing
alderman last night at the First Ward
ial
diplomatic representative of the
And when
Democratic convention.
Madriz
government in New York. On
the immaculate ruler of Chicago's
to Dr. Core,
down town district and
sloughing the contrary, according
will urge
Madriz
President
probably
arose
to
hordes of the tenderloin
the honor, he said: Generals Estrada and Chamorro and
acknowledge
"Fellow Democrats: This is a sur- - other revolutionist leaders to remain
Prise- - ' 1 was never more surprised in in the republic and help out in the
.
my ne- - I have represented this ward work of restoring order and prosper-ityeighteen years. You always know on
what side of tne fence t0 find Jonn
Coughlin. There's no bunkering about ICE DESTROYS BRIDGE
meOVER THE CHAMA.'
You Probably have noticed I
don,t vote with aUeei reformers on
Caused
Flow
By
certain Questions. I don't want to Unprecedented
wuu uiub mug
nave anyming u
Breaking up of Gorges in Rio
Arriba County.
naired guys,

An important ruling affecting the
publicity clause of the excise law
which compelled corporations to make
reports of the business they did in
190ft has just been received from the
United States treasury department by
Internal Revenue Inspector Henr;

con-storm-

Bardshar.

j

Owing to the lack of funds for compiling Uie records so as they will be
suitable for public inspection the department rules that the returns made
under the law will be handled just
like the returns made under the other internal revenue statutes. The letter received by Mr. Bardshar this
morning is as follows:

j

j

-

FOREST CLERK EXAMINATION
ON MARCH

16 AND 17.

Special to The New Mexican.
Abiquiu, N. M., March 4 An unChama
on
the
precedented flow of ice
which began coming down the river
yesterday, presages an early breaking
up of the upper ice gorges and damage
by spring floods. The Ice floes are so
large and heavy that they destroyed
a span of the new bridge over the
Chama at Abiquiu. Some of the
chunks of ice stood three to three and
a half feet above the water and pieces
weighing three to four tons have been
hurled by the current against the
shore. Old timers say that this has
been the heaviest flow of ice in their
memory. Much of the ice is now piled
up high along the banks and it will
take two months before all of it will
have melted. Considerable
damage
has been done to
agricultur:
al .land along the. river.
.

Treasury Department,
of Internal
Revenue,
Washington, Feb. 17. 1910.
To all collectors of internal revenue,
agents, employes, and others concerned:
j
Many communications have been received at this office making inquiry
as to how the returns of corporations,
joint-stocassociations,
companies,
and insurance companies, made as required under the provisions of the
law (sec. 38 of
corporation excise-tathe tariff act of Aug. 5, 1909.) were
to be handled in the office of the commissioner of internal revenue), and
whether or not they were to be open
to general inspection.
The Law.
The law, paragraph 6, on this subject is as follows;.- 6. When the assessment shall be
made as provided in this section, the
returns, together with any correction
thereof which may have been made
by the commissioner, shall be filed in
the office of the commissioner of internal revenue and. shall constitute
public records and be open to inspection as such.
Congress appropriated $100,000 to
carry into effect the provisions of the
law. Under general statutes no portion of this appropriation is available
for use in the District of Columbia.
The returns can not be open to general inspection in the District of Columbia without the expenditure of a
substantial sum of money. If therefore, it was the intent of Congress to
make these returns open to general
inspection, it will be necessary for it
to appropriate a sum sufficient to cover the necessary expenses. Until this
is done this bureau rules that the returns made under this law are to be
handled just as returns made under
Office of Commissioner

Entrance Salary $1,100 or $1,200 and
Examination Will Be for Men.
Requirements of Position,
Forest Supervisor Stewart has re- ceived a letter from Associate District
Forest E. H. Clapp relative to the
late last night that ten amination for forest clerk (male) to
persons have been found alive in a be held. here n March 16 and 17
car excavated from the wreckage at
The letter is as follows:
Wellington, has caused great excite-- !
Albuquerque, N. M., March 2, 1910.
as
the
ment but so far is unconfirmed
Forest
Supervisor.
wires again failed during last nieht's
Dear Sir: You have been sent
hard storm. Survivors and members
of the early relief parties returning copies of civil service announcement
from Wellington said that evidences No. 116 of the examination for the
of the power of the avalanche are position of forest clerk (male), to be
tion bills.
seen on every hand. The body of held March 16 and 17.
Taft and Cannon Dance.
Thelma Davis, a three year old baby,
of
To secure a sufficient number
Washington, March 4. While more was found at the base of a tree bound
of
meet
the
to
the
needs
eligibles
on
laughingly
with' iron pipes and rods torrjee-- it has been found necessary to
they prohibit to students and faculty than fifty guests looked
the playing of pool, ard billards, Land applauded, - Speaker cannon from cars by the icy mass. The trip extend the examination to all
parts of
membership in secret societies, indul- tempted President Taft last night in a over the trail to bcemc is exceedingly the countrT( and the commission will WASHINGTON FARMERS WILL
DELIGHT TEDDY'S HEART.
gence In brutalizing games (foot ball) test of terpsichorean ability in the hazardous and railroad officials are
certifV) flrst from the state In which
the use of intoxicants, tobacco, danc- east room of the White House, Both warning sightseers to say away. the
vacancy 0CCurs, and then from
ing - and other forms of wordliness. stopped, panting, when the trail was
masses of snow hang over the
Spokane, Wash., March 4. Colonel
stateS( in a constantly expand-bluff- s
jacent
was
unanimous
momRoosevelt will be more than
Theodore
a
Trangression of this clause will result ended but the opinion
to
fall
without
ready
be required.
in circl
in the property reverting to the don- that honors were even. The dancing
delighted upon his return from the
chief
ors. The incorporators and trustees followed a dinner given by the Presi- started last night changed to a drenchwilds of Africa when he reads the reare: O. B. Kelley, who is designated dent to "Uncle Joe," said to be the ing rain this morning, increasing the clerks in supervisors' offices, and the port prepared by officials of Dayton,
were
as agent, Thomas Armstrong, E. L. first formal affair 'ever accorded a discomfort of and danger to rescue requirements they must fulfill,
a thriving city in the Touchet
set forth in
supervision Wash., southwest
Cruzan all three of Elida; F. S. North speaker of the house of representa- parties.
of Spokane. This
valley,
at19.
to
In order
of January
and Hattie R. North of Nobe and J. A. tives by a president..
Ten Days Before Nevada Line Opens. letter
while
shows
that
many men have
tract such men, it is necessary to in- made
Peddycoart and S. C. Peddycoart of
Ogden, Utah, March 4. Assistant
in
Grows Tiresome.
fortunes
orcharding,
crease the entrance salary to $1,100 or
Liston.
and general farming they have
Superintendent Fitzpatrick of the S1'200
Washington, March 4. The
Per annum a warranted by also
Million Dollar Mining Corporation.
made a drive
Southern
who
Pacific,
reared
large families. RepresenPinchot
of
Gifford
proIt Is
Incorporation papers were also filed
overland from Palisade to Battle experience and qualifications.
tative R. A. Jackson called "the sheep
before
the
ceeded
examicongressionslowly
not
this
of
D.
C.
O.
intended, by limiting
by the
Leasing Company
Mountain, Nevada, reports that it will
king of the Tukanon," heads the list
hA fniiv ton rtavs 'hf,fnr overland traf- - nation to male candidates, to do away
Lordsburg, Grant county, with head al committee today. Mr. Vertrees
as the father of 12 children, all living.
conMr.
almost
Pnichot
and
clerks
of
'with
female
Los
at
argued
and
the
Phoenix
Angeles.
employment
quarters
fic can be restored. The roadbed is
Rev. W. H. Harris has six; Rev. H.
be
to
as
inferences
to
the
The capitalization is $1,000,000 divid- tinuously
completely washed out in places in or stenographers altogether, but only E. Mason, five; Charles J. Broughton,
other internal revenue statutes.
to
ed into a million shares. The incor- drawn from the documentary
future
in
appointprovide,
making
Palisade canon and several bridges
banker, eight; A. P. Cahill, banker,
Any person, therefore, other than
a
has
when
that
porators and directors are: Thomas
ments,
east
All
supervisor
trains
require rebuilding.
A. Muirhead, mayor, eight; the taxpayer making the return, or
J.
seven;
A. Lister, James R. Phoenix and Robwill
and
be
one
a man;
bound and west bound are now being only
clerk, it
W. Ward, postmaster, eight; Ches his duly appointed agent or attorney,
ert M. Kedzie. The New Mexico agent SIXTY-ONMORE
that when he has more than one clerk, W.
detoured via Portland.
F.
ter
Miller, judge superior court, six; who desires to see such return shall
is Daniel W. Briel.
BODIES RECOVERED.
man
and
will
oth
be a
the chief clerk
Admitted to New Mexico Insurance
er clerical positions in the office will J. W. Holman, judge police court, make written application to the secWOULD NAME TICKET
J. L. Dumas,
retary of the treasury, who in his disField.
IRRESPECTIVE OF PARTY, he filled from the departmental reg- eight;
Peoria, March 4. The bodies of
cretion will, upon a proper showing
Horticultural
Association,
Insurance
Jacobo sixty-onSuperintendent of
miners of the St. Paul mine
isters, either departmental clerk or Washington
C. Morrow, merchant, five; F. of cause, approve such request. A rethree;
Chaves today admitted to do business at Cherry, Illinois were discovered Democrats
and
Say They Will Look to departmental
M. Wood- quest thus approved should then be
in New Mexico the Aegis Life Insurand brought to the surface
is realized that in lim- M. Weatherford, rancher;
It
of Santa Fe in SelectInterest
yesterday,
typewriter.
and
J.
ance Company, a new company with
commisisoner,
wards,
Swart, presented to the commissioner of in-- ,
so
decomposed that
today. They were
iting this examination to male appliing Candidates.
ternal revenue, who will thereupon
which
and
each.
five
Denver
of
at
headquarters
identification is impossible.
cants, that female clerks and steno-- county clerk,
S. R. Fitzgerald, the lieutenant goverpermit the return in question to be
That the Democratic party in Santa graphers now serving temporarily,
seen by the applicant upon such con-- j
nor of Colorado, is the first vice presiFe expects to name a ticket irrespec- - pending the certification of eligibles,
ditions as the secretary of the treas-jUr- y
dent. Mr. Fitzgerald was in Santa Fe
tive of party lines and seeking solely will be barred from it, and that some
shall have imposed.
today to see to the formalities attend- ALL
the best interests of the city of Santa of the supervisors will be averse to
ROYAL E. CABELL,
ant to admission of the company.
Fe was the declaration of Chairman being compelled to give up the
Commissioner.
Approved:
Owen of the Democratic cen- - porary female clerks who have
CHARLES D. NORTON.
PLEAD FOR REDUCTION IN
EVERY
SCHOOL'
IS
committee which met in Judge N. come somewhat accustomed to the
Acting iSecretary of the Treasury.
FREIGHT RATES.
B. Laughlin's office Wednesday to work, but this cannot be avoided in
'
make tentative plans for the spring view of the urgent need for men
RUSSIA REJECTS CHINESE
New York Is Taking Business From
female
clerks.
The
form
Should
temporary
Part
help
PLAN TO BUILD RAILROAD.
campaign.
Important
Union
Strike "The
At Midnight Big
Chicago and St. Louis Despite
meeting was an enthusiastic now in supervisors' offices can become
Greater Distances.
in Child's Education
at Philadelphia Goes Into one," said Chairman Owen today, eligible for permanent appointment as
Makes Counter Proposal to Construct
Chicago, 111., March 4. A, demand
second
no
the
of
in
clerks
news
"and
class
out
yesis
an Exetension of One of Its
was
supergiven
Says
Speaker
Effect
for a reduction, of freight rates to
Own Lines North of Pekin.
about it, the reason was be- visors' offices at an entrance salary of
terday
Texas and the southwest which will
cause
from $900 by taking the examination for
was
everyone
March 4. The Russian govTesting
Pekin,
up
St.
enable Chicago and
Louis to reThose
the
strenuous
of
the
GOOD
activities
THE
FANS
ernment
FOR
ROOST
in a formal note rejects in
departmental
register.
Inaugura
gain business lost to eastern mer- LABOR LEADERS ARE PLANNING tion.
who now hold permanent appointtoto
Chinese
the
proposal for the conchants on account of the low water
as forest clerks, and who will
ments
was
consensus
"It
the
of
struction
of
opinion
the
Aigun and Chinchow
tariffs from New York, was placed be-be used as clerk of the second class Will
at
that
the
the
of
committee
railroad.
note includes
The
Russian
meeting
Wei
Bodies
as
to
from
Strengthen
20,000
fore a committee of western railroads Estimates Vary
the thing to do in making up the slate need not, of course, be required to
a counter proposal for the extension
old
an
as
The
is
controversy
Improve Mentality
yesterday.
100,000 as to Number of
for the spring elections is to pick men ftake the examination for departmental
of the Kalgan railroad by foreign cap.
one, being ibrought about by a rate
of Children.
Out.
Men
who are good citizens, no matter what clerk.
ital td Baikal, Russia, to build a SiberGoing
war between the water lines from New
While the announcement can not be
This
their
affiliation
be.
ian section. This proposal, as well as
party
may
York to Texas which started about the
Philadelnhia ATamh 4 All hone of method will insure the carrying out furnished for general distribution, the
Indianapolis March 4. Base ball Russia's rejection of the Alugin plan,
time the railroads advanced rates to
a
that wiU beneflt Santa copies sent you should be posted in should be a factor in the educa- are based upon the promise which the
Texas about ten per cent.
reaching an amicable settlement of'
conspicuous places, and given to local tion of children, and every school Russian government alleges China
UCCU
Lilt? BUCCL Cat
Ti .
XiaVlUft
BHiKt?
vwAwil
iL.i
newspaper as information. Wide pub boy and every school girl should play gave in 1898. that she will not coni nnn
names
aaiu
ocvciax
tuat
wcjo
il
BUFFETED BY STORMS
s licity is desirable.
abandoned, the leaders of the labor discussed at the meeting but
the great American game, in the struct any railways north of Pekin
OF NORTH ATLANTIC.
devoted the day to preparing man Owen stated this morning that
opinion of W. A. Stecher, director of without first consulting the Russian
Very truly yours,
EARLE H. CLAPP,
for the general walkout of the organ- - as yet no slate is ready for announce-izephysical training in the public schools government.
.i
'"' Associate District Forester.
Russian Steamer Korea Abandoned By
workmen which goes into effect nient.
of Philadelphia, expressed today beCrew Who Were Picked Up By
at midnight. The directors of the
fore the conference of hygienics of WAS BLACK SHEEP OF
V
the Caledonia.
FOUR CASES OF SMALLPOX
the National Education Association.
company met today but nothing was CAPTAIN WILLIAM JACKSON
FAMILY AND PROVED IT.
New York, March 4. The Russian given out as to whether the company
; ON ARMORED CRUISER. Each school should have a base ball
CROSSES GREAT DIVIDE.
Fort Wiiyne, Ind.,: March 4. "I alsteamer Korea, buff etted by storms will answer, the request of the men
San Francisco, March 4. Flying club and the clubs should visit each ways was the black sheep of the
of the North Atlantic and pounded in- for arbitration. The number of men
Muskogee, Okla., March 4. Captain the yellow flag, the armored cruiser other's grounds in the fashion of pro- family and mamma will be glad to
to helplessness by the heavy seas, that will obey the strike order cannot William Jackson, formerly of the Tex- - Washington, on which four deaths fessional leagues. Mr. Stecher said, be rid of me I know."
was abandoned by her crew on March even be approximated. The unions as rangers, died here yesterday, aged from smallpox have occurred, steam-clai- increased attention must be paid to
Fifteen year old Florence E. Docan affiliated membership of 100,- - seventy-five- .
1st and left to her fate. She was
Jackson was captain of ed into port and anchored off quaran-000- . the strengthening of bodies of chil- tor today wrote these words on a
Directors of Public Safety Henry the Confederate army. He was the tine. The war ship will be thoroughly dren if their mentality is to improve, slip of paper drank from a bottle of
sinking fast when the men left her.
The Korea's crew of 48 were picked Clay declares that from investigation flrst mayor of Wagoner, the first town fumigated after the smallpox victims and of all games," Mr. Stecher said, carbolic acid, went to bed and died.
up by the Anchor line steamer Cale he believes that only 20,000 will re- - in the Indian Territory to become in- - on board are removed to the marine base ball provides the best and safest Florence's mother going to call her
donia.
spond to the leaders.
exercise.
for school found her body,
hospital ashore.
corporated.
j
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Wheat

Old

Imperial
Jersey Cream

Pansy

I

Established 1856.

COSSETS

tremble at your touch; I sigh
To see you passing down the street;

Although you lightly pass me by.

know not. Only when we meet
I long to kiss your hand and cry,
"I love you dearly, O, my sweet,
Although you pass me lightly by."
Two

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

f

new

I

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
WITH
ALL CASH PURCHASES

Cows

Stolen

A.

No. 40

medium-bac-

is

X
X
X
X

Denver,

a feature.

March

Colo.",

Made to
Measure

Ladies Garments

k

Suits, Skirts, Jackets,' Capes,
Auto Coats, Rain Coats, Riding
Habits and One Piece Dresses.

B.

Stanton ot Abajo, near Albuquerque,
had two dairy cows stolen night before last.
Mail to Vaughn Instead of Torrance
This week, the automobile line from
Roswell changes its terminal from
Torrance to Vaughn.
Appointed State Commander A. H.
Lawrence of Silver City, has been apstate commander of the
pointed
Knights of Maccabees vice E. L.

Co.

Telephone

Dairy

Made to
Measure

The

say in scorn that love's cheat,
Passion a blunder, youth a lie.

You

Also VARIETY FRESH YEAST

Incorporated 1903.

SELIGIIIAN BROS. COMPANY

I love you dearly, O, my sweet!

Bobolink

4, 1910.

DP.

I
LOVE YOU DEARLY.
(By Justin Huntly McCarthy.)
I love you dearly, O my sweet!
Although you pass me lightly by,
Although you weave ire life away,
And tread my heart beneath your feet.

Four

Winter Grocery
y

FRIDAY, MARCH

4.

Every garment made to

X

Forecast for New Mexico: Fair X
weather tonight and Saturday X
Jt
with stationary temperature.

Slack at AlbuquerThere were only 02 arrests by
the police at Albuquerque during Feb
Bumpus. resigned.
Garcia Made Field Secretary E. B. ruary, less than during any preceding
Garcia, a former student at the Uni- month for many years past.
G. A. R. Meeting
Comrades, Atversity of New Mexico at Albuquerof Carleton
tention!
Regular
meeting
been
elected field secretary
que, has
of Harvard University at $3,000 a Post, G. A. R., at the post hall Monday
evening, March 7. There will be busiyear.
ness of importance and a large attend8
Archaeological
Tonight
Society
The Archaeological 'Society will meet ance is desired. E. F. Hobart, adthis evening at eight o'clock in the jutant.
J. Frank Curns III J. Frank Curns,
Puye room in the Old Palace. All
members are urged to attend and oth- of the field division of the general
Decoland office, is ill with pneumonia at his
ers are invited.
home on Cathedral street. Mr.' Curns,
Election
at
Silver
Special
City
At the special election held at Silver it is said, caught cold a few days ago
City W. S. Cox was elected council- and yesterday he developed symptoms
man to succeed Eugene Cosgrove, of pneumonia.
J. W, Raynolds is Better James
deceased, by a vote of 138 against 113
W. Raynolds, superintendent of the
votes cast for V. C. Porterfleld.
Death From Penumonia
Mrs. Mag- penitentiary, has been laid up with a
gie Eaton, wife of Harry Eaton, died cold for the past two days, but this
at her home at Central, near Silver morning was reported much better.
?
MANUFACTURER
City. Penumonia was the cause of The rumors that he is suffering with
death. Besides the husband two sons, pneumonia are said to be without
JEWELER
aged four and six years respectively, foundation.
Become Residents of Santa Fe
survive.
Mail Contracts
Awarded C. "W. Mr. and Mrs. I. H. Rapp today receivMarriott has been awarded the con- ed their furniture from Las Vegas and
tract to carry the mails from Silver moved into the Sena Block below the
City to Mogollon. Robert Self has court house on East Palace avenue,
been given the contract to carry the vacated by Doctor J. A. Massie who
mails between Silver City and Fort with his mother and sisters has just
moved into their fine new home erectBayard and Central.
CHOICE UTAH ALFALFA SEED 25c. per lb.
Damage Suit Against the Santa Fe ed on Lincoln avenue.
A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT OP FLOWER
Juan Cano, of Cerrillos, Santa Fe
Dorothy Morton Coming Dorothy
SEEDS, ALL KIND SOP VEGETABLE SEEDS
comedienne,
county, in the district court at Albu- Morton, the
AND ONION SETS, ALLPRESH SEEDS.
querque, has filed a suit for damages whose name is linked with the orig
inal productions in New York of the
against the Santa Fe. He wants
damages for being thrown off a comic opera, "Dorothy," "The Geisha,"
train and severly injured. He claims "The Fencing Master" and "The
CANON
to have bought a ticket at Cerrillos Prince of Pilsen," is this season starPHONE.,, TO
436
ROAU
rlaok lz '
good- for the trip to Albuquerque, but ring in J. J. McNally's musical comwas rejected from the train a mile edy, "Widow Jones" and she will be
seen here as the attraction at the
north., of Albuquerque.
Democratic
Commit- Elks' theater Tuesday night.
tee A. A. Jones of 'Las Vegas, C. R.
"Widow Jones" Coming Miss MorWorral of Clovis, and W. R. McGill of ton's managers have spared no exLa Lande, expect to leave on Monday pense to present her in a manner
for Washington to put a few blocks in worthy of her high professional standthe way of the enabling act for the ing. A selected company will appear
territories. Under instructions of the with her, both of actors and singers,
D.
MULLIGAN
J.
Democratic Central Committee of New surrounded by a lavish display of
handsome costumes,
Mexico, they will obpect to the clause scenery and
Given Careful
TTVTT70 A T
s
while the prettiest
that
the
to be
constitution
providing
should
Attention
Personal
be submitted to the President and re- found in the theatrical word were also
DEI 100
serving to Congress the right to re- engaged to appear with the star.
RKSIDKNOE
RED 130
PHONE
NIGHT PHONE aau 100
Fine Weather to Continue Fair
ject it, and will demand that the apDONE.
portionment for the constitutional weather is predicted for today and
PICTURE FRAMING TASTEFULLY AND SATISFACTORILY
convention be 'based on the next cen- tomorrow. Yesterday was a perfect
sus instead of the vote of 1908, .which day with 100 per cent of sunshine, a
furnishes a good pretext for delay. maximum temperature in the shade of
Colonel W. S. Hopewell, who had been 62 degrees and a minimum last night
named .on, the committee will not go. of 34 degrees. The relative humidity
Bisbee Will Be Good While the was down to 21 per cent at 6 o'clock
Prohibitionists lost at the recent local last evening. A year ago today was
option election at Bisbee, Ariz., the clear, warm and pleasant with a maxresult has been benefiical for the imum temperature of 57 degrees, a
city council .has passed ordinances minimum of 31 degrees and sunshine
which will close the dance halls and percentage of 100.
saloons' in the Red Light district and
will compel the saloons in the re$100 REWARD, $100.
SOLE AGENTS FOR
The readers of this paper will be
mainder of the city to be closed between midnight and six o'clock in the pleased to learn that there is at least
Food
one dreaded disease that science has
morning..
been able to cure in all its stages,
Carri-zozDistance
to
Long
Telephone
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
LEO
telephone serv- and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
ice from Santa Fe to Carrizozo, Lin- Cure is the only positive cure now
Flour, Hay, Grain, Potatoes,
coln county, via Socorro, was opened known to the medical (fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease,
yesterday.'
Salt and Seeds
Contract for Masonic Temple The requires a constitutional treatment.
Masons of Albuquerque last evening Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internacting directly upon the blood
Jet
the contracts for tlieir Masonic ally,
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.
and mucous surfaces of the system,
Temple which is to cost more than
the foundation of
Ground for the structure is thereby destroying
$50,000.
the
and giving the patient
disease,
to be broken within ten days.
strength by building up the constituTucumcari Boys Run Away From tion
RMKmSQ
and assisting nature in doing its
Home 'William. Crosby, aged 14, and work. The
DIAMONDS
proprietors have so much
Chiles King, aged 11, have run away faith in its curative
b Qm
powers that
MANUFACTURER OP
1 from their homes at Tucumcari. Of- offer One Hundred Dollars for they
any
ficers have thus far, vainly searched case that it fails to cure. Send for
t"T"M",d
MEXICAN
Rjsht Price.
FILIGREE
V
for them.
nttBd by "f'0"
list of testimonials.
Right Goods
fiAfcri
Date Methods
Address
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
WCUKY
1
Right Servio

Measure of the cloth and in
the style selected and a
FIT GUARANTEED

Police Business

que

CALL AJiD SEE FOR YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

FOR HALF A, CENTURY

PHONE

36

THE LEADING

HOUSE

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

P. O. BOX 219

DRY GOODS

IN THE

CITY.

Jewelry, Silverware,
rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.

e

v3.

Cuff--

II1L

eeds Seeds

prima-donn-

FRANK

F.

a

$5,-00- Q

GORMLEY

i

-

d

Undertaker and Embalmer

C

I7T

TRY OUR

Ground

show-girl-

Alw Mea

Also Good for Chickens

FANS!

FANS!

FAN!

We don't sell fans, but funs and players buy their baseball supplies from
the store that sells the properly authorized goods-W- e
have used skill in picking out our entire line
HOODS

When

you

want the

If it is Hardware

proper things come

WPfieo!S

us.

We have it

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Screened

to

RATON
YANKEE'

Wood
Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithirg Coal.
oawea wooa ana Kindling,

MONTEZUMA

Near A. T.

AVENUE
Depot.

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

& 8. F.

Telephone

fg

85

Telephone 85

International Stock

HERSCH

o

Long-distanc-

e

;

YONTZ

Leras

WTCHES I

Cut Glass, China and Silverware

D

345 San Franeiaco St.

WHaV'WinillMIWW

f

For

Chapped
Hands

SANTA FE, N. M.

I
$

Made in New Mexico.

-

FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED
FOR SALE
ONLY AT

PILES CURED IN 6 10 14 DAYS
PAZOOINTMENT is wuaranteed to pure
auy case f Itching. Bllnd-- Bleeding or Protruding Piles in 6 to 14 days or money

Toledo, O.

FISCHER

DRUG

COMPANY

ASK FOR A
SAMPLE

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY

I

1

Unsurpassed Chocolates

Eoom

19

(INCORPORATED)
Oatron Block, Santa. Fe, N. M.

Does a general ABSTRACT , RE ALE STATE and INSURANCE business

Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

Ioan on Santa Fe Real Estate
finn Oft to
$9ft
:
at low rate of interest
4U,UUU,W

59c.

PHONF 213

The roughness and redness of chapped skin quickly and
surely disappears through the intelligent use of our dainty
lotion BENZOIN WITCH HAZEL and ALMOND CREAM

Zook's

Pharmacy
Located in Claire Hotel
WEST SIDP PLAZA

1

FRIDAY, MARCH

4, 1910.
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THROW OUT THE LINE.

For I vemng Hours
LBK III n

"Throw Out the Life Line"
The kidneys need help.
They're overworked can't get the
poison filtered out of the blood.
They're getting worse every minute.
Will you help them?
Doan's Kidney Pills have brought
from the verge of despair.
Will cure any form of kidney troub-

Hour Law Argued Before the U. S.
Supreme Court

Twenty-Eig-

le.
Thomas M. Baca. Cerrillos street,
Santa Fe, N. M., says: "My faith in
Doan's Kidney Pills is just as strong
today as when I publicly recommended
them in 1902. I was caused much suffering by backache for three or four
years and though I never laid oft from
work, my back was so painful at times
that it was all I could do to attend to
what I was doing. Doan's Kidney
Pills, procured at Stripling. Burrows
& Co.'s drug store, entirely relieved
me and I had no return of the trouble
for six months. At the end of that
time my work brought on another attack of backache. I at once took
Doan's Kidney Pills and they gave me
the desired relief. A medicine that
lives ud to the claims made for it
like Doan's Kidney Pills, deserves the
strongest endorsement."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. FosterMilburn Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.

CASE

Test Case Is Against Baltimose
and Ohio Southwestern
Company.

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Point of tha Southwaat"
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

Tha Wert

O Lamp

ht

STUBBORNLFOUGHT

New Mexico Military Institute

Q

2

Some of the sweetest hours of home-lif- e
are
passed under the gentle, kindly light of the evening lamp.
If it be the Rayo Lamp, the light contributes
an added charm makes reading and sewing
easy.
There are no aching eyes after reading or sewing under the rays of the Rayo Lamp.
The Rayo Lamp diffuses a steady white
light
It is the least trying of any artificial' light. Made
of brass throughout nickel plated improved
central draught burner.
The Rayn is a
lamp, but you cannot
get a better lamp at any price.

JA

j
'

K',"

j,

t

i--

edjand modern lp all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
if-

-

A

-

Flnlay

For particulars and
'

Superintendent.

QJD CALIEfJTE HOT SPRINGS.
These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs in the
world. The efficiency of these waters
has been throughly tested by the
miraculous cures attested to in the
following diseases: Paralysis, Rheumatism, Neuralgia. Malaria, Bright's
Disease of the Kidneys,
Syphilitic
and Mercurial
Affections, Scrofula,
Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Complaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
per month. Stage meets Denver
trains and waits for Santa Fe train
upon request. This resort Is attractive at all seasons and is open all
winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
These wfiers contain 1.C2C.24 grains same day. For further particulars
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being address:
located in the midst of the Ancient
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
miles west
of Taos and fifty miles north of Santa
Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar-anc- o
Station, on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railroad, from which point a
daily line of stage runs to the springs.
The temperature of these waters Is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude 6.000 feet Climate
very dry and delightful the entire
year round. There is now a commod
ious hotel for the convenience of in
valids and tourists. People suffering
from consumption, cancer and other
contagious diseases, are not accepted.

ANTONIO JOSEPH,
Ojo

I

Proorietor.

Calient. Taos. County.

N M

Mis Fargo

& Company
Express

Cal-letan-

General Express Forwarders
.TO- -

All Parts

d

cross-ex-.amin-

of the World-

-

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aocnt

LIVERY STABLE

,

I00DTS

catalogue

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.

1

'

above-mentione-

Illustrated

address.

'

1--

ft

low-pric-

Washington, D. C, March 4. How
severe a punishment Congress has
Once a Rayo user, always one
provided for railroads guilty of violatEvrry Dealer Everywhere.
If Xnt nt Yours. Write for
"Twenty-Eigh- t
Descriptive Circular to the Nearest Agency of the
Hour
ing the
Law" for punishing the unlawful conCONTINENTAL Oil COMPANY
finement of live stock in transporta(Incorporated)
tion was the basis for a stubborn contest today before the supreme court of
the United States. Counsel for the
government contend that the unit for
fining railroads is the separate ship- duct through violation of the prescrib- quality whether for home
consumpment, "while the legal representattives ed rule of conduct concerning the tion or for market
ought to be the
of the Baltimore and Ohio Southwest- shipment."
motto of every grower, for it costs no
ern Railroad Company insist that the
The court may take some time be- more to produce
good fruit than bad.
unit is the train, no matter of how fore handing down a decision in the
The quince is propagated in many
many separate shipments it is com- case.
ways. The methods most in use are
posed. Some features of the case reby budding,
grafting, cutting and
semble the $29,000,000 Stand Oil case. RAISING OF QUINCES
from
seed. The method of propagat1419.
Small Holding Claim No.
The outcome of the controversy will
IN NEW MEXICO. ing by
cuttings is the easiest. The
(Serial 012529.)
have a
effect. Many sepcuttings should be made from the
land
Pecos Forest Reserve. Not coal
arate consignments of stock are car- Bulletin No. 163 of Agricultural Ex- fresh
young growth of the previous
Department of the Interior.
ried frequently in one train, so the
periment Station from Press of
season and be treated as any other
United States Land CKiice.
sum of the penalty, imposed by the
New Mexican.
cutting. The fruit catalogues offer the
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 21, 1910.
law, will vary from $100 to many
folquince either from grafted orudded
the
Notice is hereby given that
times $100, according to the outcome
The quince has been grown in var- stock. The
of
for the trees
notice
filed
has
price
claimant
lowing
of the litigation. The Baltimore and ious localities throughout the United is about the samecharged
as for the pear.
his intention to make final proof in Ohio Southwestern
railroad alone ap- States since the early days. Its cultiThere are not many varieties of the
support of his claim under sections
in this case, but practically vation is on the increase and in some quince in cultivation.
A6 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891 pears
Among the best
'
carrier engaged in interstate sections we find it planted on a com- we have the following:
(26 Stats., 854), as amended by the every
commerce
in the United States will mercial scale. But owing to the fact
This is one of the old
act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
Orange.
feel the effect of the decision,
that the quince, including all the standard sort. It is nearly round in
470), and that said proof will be made
before register or receiver at Santa This controversy was begun when varieties, is unfit for eating uncooked form, of a bright yellow color and of
Fe, N. M., (U. S. Land Office) on the United States district attorney for has kept it from taking much promi- fine quality.
April 15, 1910, viz: Jose E. Roybal, the southern district of Ohio, filed nence among the commercial orchard
Rea's. One of the best in cultivaheir of Gregorio Roybal, of Rowe, N. 'eleven cases against the Baltimore fruits.
of the largest size, of good qualtion;
and Ohio Southwestern Railroad ComThe uses to which the quince may
M., for the lots 1 and 2, and S
and comes into bearing early.
ity
13
16
R.
as
j
E., pany, claiming that it had carried
N.,
Sec. 32, T.
be put are many, but its chief value
NE
A late variety that is
Champion.
15.172 acres.
many shipments of live stock from iis as a preserving fruit. Where the valuable when
the demand continues
witnesses
names
the following
He
shippers in various paints in Illinois quince is more grown it is naturally late, but is not as valuable as the
ad- to Cincinnati without
to prove his actual continuous
unloading the more used. In France and some of Rea or Orange.
verse possession of said tract for stock for rest, all in violation of the the other European countries, large
The quince begins to bear early,
Hour Law.
twenty years next preceding the sur- Twenty-Eigh- t
quantities of the quince are used yearin two years after planting.
usually
viz.
of
the
township,
vey
The railroad admitted the
ly for making quince marmalade and
Visenter Quintana, of Pecos, N. M.; and its detention beyond the shipment wine. The marmalade industry, es- The size of trees and kind to plant destatutory
o
to some extent upon the locality
Eamon Rodriguez, Cleofes Garcia,
but
it
of only one pecially in France, is quite an exten- pend
averred
time,
guilt
M.
N.
and
taste of the grower. Two
the
Garcia, all of Rowe,
offense because all the shipments sive one, and the finished product
year old trees seem to be preferred
Any person who desires to protest were carried in one train it
a
finds
sale.
quite ready
expressed a
against the allowance of said proof, willingness to pay a fine for
Almost all the cook books suggest by most planters.
one violaor who knows of any substantial rea tion.
The fruit of the quince has a tender
many ways to prepare the quince for
son under the laws and regulations
skin and should be handled with care
to
One
is
table.
of
methods
the
the
The district court consolidated the
of the Interior Department why such
boil the fruit until done and serve hot when picking, or packing for market,
proof should not be allowed will be cases and assessed a single penalty. with cream or
butter; another to bake to prevent bruising which will cause
The circuit court of appeals for the
given an opportunity at the
as
an
e
apple. There are various ways the fruit to discolor or decay. The
Sixth district reversed that decision.
time and place to
to
and can the fruit, but it amount of quinces grown in the
preserve
the witnesses of said claimant, The case then was brought to the sunot
be
necessary to take them up Mesilla Valley is comparatively small.
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of preme court by the railroad. Briefs will
What is grown finds a ready market
here.
claimant.
on both sides of the controversy have
that submitted by
and sells at a good price, all dependa
In habit of growth the quince is
MANUEL R. OTERO,
been filed with the court. Counsel
on the quality. The price paid
ing
close
low
tree
which
admits
Register. for the Tailroad is headed by Judson
dwarfy
the past season ranged from two to
feet
in
Ten
the
orchard.
Soplanting
now
Ohio.
of
Harmon,
governor
The Spanish edition of the 1909 licitor General Bowers, of the depart- apart each way is sufficient distance three and! a half cents per pound.
The quince is so easily grown that
Laws of New Mexico are now ready ment of justice, has directed the fight for most varieties. Planting the trees
the
care required in raising it is more
about
will
cover,
the
Price:
at
above
distance
tor delivery.
Paper
give
on behalf of the United States.
than amply repaid by the value of the
435
who
To
man
acre.
the
trees
3.25, plus 17 cents postage; full sheep,
per
is
Train
the Factor.
fruit produced. When the quince is
$4.00, plus 20 cents postage. Address
In the brief of the railroad counsel, has but a small area about his
all orders to The New Mexican Print- it is contended that the train is the grounds for fruit the quince should properly prepared for the table by the
many methods recommended it is a
ing Co.. Santa Fe. N. M.
factor of offenses, because live stock find a place.
alvery delicious fruit
on
the
While
will
grow
quince
is moved in trains.
J. E. MUNDELL.
most
medium heavy
of
kind
a
soil,
NOTICE OF SALE.
any
"If there be a confinement in cars
of
cultivation,
loam,
being easy
Notice Is hereby given that on the 22nd beyond twenty-eigh- t
hours during clay
1908. Deputy Collector FranK
is the ideal soil for it. In such a soil SPOKANE HAS BOOSTER
day of Octoberseized
at Pearce, Arizona, 46 Yi transit under circumstances which
R. Orandall,
ORGANIZATION OF 3,000,
the quince readily responds to good
and six quarts bottles of whiskey.
pints
The above described property having constitute a violation of the statute, cultivation, and if given good care it
een seized for violation of Section 6 Act it must be the fault of the train," says
will continue to produce good crops
March 3, 1897.
Spokane, Wash., March 4, C. Her
the brief. "Congress has not said
claiming the above describAny person
the
In
of
case
for
bert
fruit
Moore, a pioneer capitalist and
many
years.
ed property is required to make such claliu whether the offenses
shall be per soil
should be hard or deficient in mayor of Spokane from 1907 to 1909,
in compliance with law, to the undersigned head of
stock, per shipment, per car
within thirty -days from the first publication
food liberal
application of has accepted the office of president
H, F.BAHDSHAR
of this noticeload, or per train load. If Congress plant
Collector.
will be very helpful in making and general manager of the One Hun
manure
had intended there should be a fine of
the soil a better one and keeping the dred and Fifty Thousand Club of this
$500, (the maximum penalty for one
tree in a vigorous condition.
city and will devote a year to the
offense), for each head of stock deHACK
how to plant the quince work without salary or other pecun
In
to
regard
or
for each shipment delayed
layed,
rules iary reward. The club has a member
or for each car load delayed, it was and when, the same general
Prom
in planting' other orchard fruits ship of 3,000, Including millionaire
used
so.
easy to say
Bearing in mind the hold good for it.
BARRANCA TO TAOS
mining and lumber men, bankers, lawrule of strict interpretation of penal
a
not
The
business and profes
does
great
yers,
quince
requireMeets Both North South statutes, the only reasonable construc- deal of pruning. About all the care sional preachers,
actors and street- men,
athletes,
tion of the statute; Is that the detenline
be
will
Bounds Trains.
sweepers. It is the "booster" auxll
necessary along this
tion of "all stock on the same train con- that
the
to
out
will
remove
cut
be
and
iary of the Chamber of Commerce,
"Leaves Barranca on the arrival of stitutes hut one offense.
An the Dry Farming Congress, the Nashoots
and
branches.
dead
surplus
'
at
'the north bound train and arrives
Congress did not deem it neces- occasional
shortening back of the tional Apple Show, the Interstate Fair
Taos at 7 p. m.
sary to be so severe as to permit a
branches
Carnival, and
longer
may be necessary to and the
other
Ten miles shorter than any
fine of ?500 for each shipment in a
ini
tree
form. The fosters the spirit of fraternalism and
the
natural
its
keep
Good
covered
and
hack
good
load
train
way.
containing possibly fifty time of the
The organ
year to do this pruning de- frolic in the
teams.
snipments, when a single fine of $500
The ization has been the means of placing
somewhat
on
the
locality.
pends
well."
answer
would
as
Etraiy Tiling' den. to 3a.2ee IFas Several routes lead to the conclu- best time probably is just before the thousands of men and women in posiof the growing season. Any tions, also assisting in locating mansion that the separate shipment was beginning
wounds made at that time usually ufacturing and mercantile establishmeant as the basis, the government
ments and settling homeseekers in the
heal promptly.
contends.
inInland Empire. It is the originator of
worst
The
moth
the
is
codling
"Suppose cattle are loaded into cars sect pest the
same the City Beautiful idea and its annual
has.
The
quince
by the carrier and kept there inore remedies recommended to
keep it out cleaning day has received favorable
than 28 hours without unloading be- of
to
the
will
the
pear
quince. comment in all parts of the world.
apply
fore the cars are put into any train," A little care and
Mildred Simmons has been chosen
practiced
foresight
says Solicitor General Bowers in his at the proper time in
fruit
the
secretary for 1910.
keeping
brief. "Is the train the unit of of- free of
tree
and
insects
the
healthy
fense, though there has been no will more than
If you want anything on earth try
pay for the amount
train?"
Good clean fruit of first a New Mexican Want Ad.
expended.
asked
same
where
the
He
1--

If

"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
oa the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West at an e'evatloc of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine everv day, but
Ittie rain or snow during session.
E'even Officers and Instructors, all graduates from statdard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

LIRE

'Phone 9

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.

CHAS. CLOSSON

Don Caspar Avenue

er

v,j

A HORSE KNOWS
ihe Is well treated. At our
stable the horses we rent LOOK

where
livery
like horses that are perfectly kept
Our turnouts are the finest In this
part of the country, and we rent them
BY THE HOUR, DAY OR WEEK
.at reasonable rates to responsible
parties. Your own horses boarded.
;

WILLIAMS

SPECIAL
SALE

$5.00

FARE

4

MSG

Light and Heavy Livery.
310 San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Red.

question
cattle had been sidetracked in cars
and the train proceeded. In the case
of cattle not being fed after they were
unloaded he claimed the train plainly
was not meant to be the unit.
"Indeed, the word 'train' does not
once occur in the act," he says.
He further contends that his point
la proved by means of the provisions
regarding owner's consent to the extension of time from 28 to 36 hours.
"The owner's consent affects his
shipment, and only his shipment,
whether It Is In a train with other
shipments of live stock or not; and
the result is that the rule of conduct
for the carrier varies as to different
shipments. The shipment being the
unit as to which the carrier's conduct
Is prescribed by statute, It must equally be the unit of the carrier's mlscon- -

Ae

LACES & EMBR0IPER1ES

SPECIAL
SALE

have just received our new Stock of this

SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroideries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. All new patterns and
designs.
PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THEM

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

CO

FEEBLE OLD PEOPLE

may have strength and renewed vitality.

1

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
The Colorado Rational Life

Assurance

Company

Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest

contains the elements necessary to nourish every tissue " and
replace weakness with strength. Should it fail to do so in any
case we refund the money paid us for the medicine used. Please try it.

Stripling Burrows & Co., Druggists, Santa Fe.

A
11

AV

BERGERE, Manager for New Mexico.

tanta Pa.' N.

M.

-

Catron Block
-
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Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
Daily, six months, by mail ....$3.75
2.00
1.00

Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per quarter

75

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
New Mexican is

ttnsu-pl-

l

for the legitimate pur-Tgovernment, honestly
poses
and economically administered, taxes
and assessments should not be devised
simply to show how rich we are.
Enough should be raised for our actual needs and no more. The presence
of surplus revenues is always a temptation to extravagance, for it is human nature to find ways to spend
aoney when it is in sight, and doubly
so if it is money furnished by some
one else. Therefore, if the taxes are
at any time producing a surplus in
the treasury of the territory, or of any
county, beyond its actual and present
needs, the rate of taxation should be
promptly reduced."
of

gen-- f

Resnster-Tribmi-

erally just and fair in its comments,
seems to have the wrong impression
entirely as to the attitude of Governor Mills on assessment and taxation
matters. It says:
"We will always be glad to give him
of
credit for his accomplishments
good things, and of a certainty to
criticize his shortcomings just as we
have every other governor who has
gone before, but it will be the criticism of a friend and loyal adherent.
We made it plain that we did not
like his action in evading the matter
of an honest tax system, and have no
qualification to put upon our words
at this time of general felicitation. It
was a mighty bad beginning for the
new executive, though we freely confess that it might have been justified
by conditions of which we have no
knowledge, though we insist that if
there were such reasons they would
have been given the fullest publicity.
However, that was only one mistake.
All humanity makes mistakes. Men
make them who in other directions
That
and clean.
are
Governor Mills should. have made this
one is proof that he is of the same
clay as the rest of us, and will com
mand all the more respect, ior m
not
good deeds of the future. It is
now to be treasured against him, and
every real patriot in New Mexico will
wish him well and do their part to
hold up his hands as the last governor of the territory."
high-minde-
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DEMOCRATS AGAINST STATEHOOD.

That the Democratic statesmen of
the south are preparing to fight statehood is evident to close observers not
only at Washington but even here in
New Mexico, where the Democrats
through their territorial central committee have taken the stand that the
apportionment for the constitutional
convention should, be based upon the
census of 1910, or in other words, that
no apportionment for that purpose
should be made until after the census
is compiled which may be a year from
now. The Democratic press is swinging into line against the Territory, as
the following from the Atlanta Journal, a leading Georgia paper indicates:
"One of the pet measures which the
administration is trying desperately
to put through Congress is the
statehood bill. Its passage means
t lat the territories
of Arizona and
New Mexico, neither of which has a
population exceeding Atlanta, will be
admitted to the Union with two votes
each in the United States Senatt, thus
acquiring at a single stroke as dominant a voice in the nation's affairs
as states having millions of inhabi
tants. Oi all the administration's
measures it is the only one which the
Republican majority has not looked
upon frigidly, and at the same time it
is one least worthy of support.
"Special interests, dishonest combinations which other states had outlawed would find in these wide and thinly
settled territories an unfettered range
and a secure rendezvous. For corporations of this character they would
very probably become what Nevada
has for divorces. Such would at least
be an imminent possibility. Does it,
then seem prudent or fair toward the
rest of the country that these two territories should be given four votes in
the Senate? Occasions might frequently arise where those votes could
obstruct legislation for which there

d

would respect-

infully refer Editor Robinson to the
execuchief
of
the
augural address
tive. If he has ever ?een a clearer
and less evasive statement by any
governor on this particular problem,
he owes it to the public to print it.
Said Governor Mills, and it sums up
his position very concisely:
"One of the most important func
tions of government is the raising of
revenue tor the payment or s expenses. These expenses are necessary
if organized government is to exist.
They are incurred for the common
good. They are provided in order that
the lives and property of our citizens
may be protected; that our children
may be educated; that our rights of
person and property may be safeguarded and controversies that inevitably arise concerning them may be
adjudicated in an orderly and peaceful way; that crime may be punished
and restrained; that the blind, deaf
and dumb, the insane and all the unfortunate, the afflicted and the helpless, who are unable to do for themselves, may be cared for according
to the humane and beneficial practices
which characterize our modern civilization. Every member of the comwould be widespread
demand and
munity, from the lowest to the highest
or
which
save
bill
a
the majority
need;
to
in
these benefits according
shares
of the people wished to see killed.
his needs and condition in life.
"The last census gave New Mexico
"Therefore it is not only a fundamental principle of political economy, a population of one hundred and
thousand, three hundred
but the dictate of common ju"tice and ninety-fiv- e
common sense as well, that the bur- and ten. It gave Arizona a population
thouden of these expenses, thus incurred of one hundred and twenty-twfor the benefit of all, should be borne sand, nine hundred and thirty-one- .
by all, on terms of equality, in some There are scores of cities in the Union
just proportion to the rights, interests with twice that population. This withand property which are thus benefit- in itself would be no just reason
ted, and protected. Hence the under- against admitting the territories, if
lying principle governing the raising there were any affirmative reasons
of revenue for public purposes roust why they should be admitted. But
be that of equality throughout the en there is none such. There is not even
tire community. With all kinds of a pretext except a plank in the last
excise or license taxes, this is easily Republican platform holding out to
attained. But it is in regard to direct them the promise of statehood. It is
taxes upon property that questions a bit singular and monstrously ironand differences of opinion and prac- ical that an administration which has
tice most often arise. These neces- failed
utterly to redeem its pledges on
sarily depend upon the valuation the tariff should become, so painfully
placed upon property for purposes of conscientious in its efforts to bring
taxation. As to this, there is but one these waste lands into the Union."
safe, sound and just rule, and that is
Aside from the statistical fact that
uniformity of valuation for similar there are not "scores of cities in the
kinds and classes of property, every- Union with
twice that population," an
where in the territory. A property
of the looseness of the pa
illustration
owner in one county should not pay a
s handling or tne trutn, tne
greater, or a less, tax upon a horse, per
does not say that New
Journal
a cow, or an acre of land, than the
owner of a horse, cow or acre of land Mexico last election cast more votes
of equal value, in any other county. than did some of the southern states,
Nor should one kind of property be such as Mississippi with' a large deleassessed at a greater, or a less propor- gation in Congress. Nor does it tell
tion of its actual and reasonable val- of the marvelous growth of this Ter
ue, than any other kind of property. ritory during the past ten years which
All legislation should be framed with brings its population far above that of
a view not only to establishing this Georgia in the beginning of its career
rule of assessment and taxation, but as one of the original thirteen states.
also of insuring its faithful enforce- - But the Democrats are strong, if not
ment by those charged' with the as- in misrepresentation, then in hiding
or forgetting the things that every
sessment and levying of taxes in
school child should know.
county in the territory.
the
"As
government of a community
MOVEMENT FOR UNIVERSAL
Is but the agent of all the people, apo
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PEACE.
Gradually, but surely, the movement for universal peace and arbilowa"that the same prudence and econ-- ' tration is gaining ground. France has
omy cflight to be observed by those acceded to Secretary Knox's proposientrusted with the raising and spend-in- g tion for an international court of arbiof public revenue, that the careful tration and other nations are falling
and Intelligent citizen would practice into line. In the United States an
In regard to the use of his own funds. influential association ,has been form- That is to say, Bp more revenue should ed which !g preachirfe the gospel of
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which from their nature cannot
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Cashier.

BEAD",

FRAKK McKABE, Assistant Cashier.
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The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1370
Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profit

$150,000
80.000

'''ansacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
private. Interest allowed ,oa time deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the
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HOTEL
WLLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

One of

the Best Hotels

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

the West

in

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers
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AMERICAN AND

EUROPEAN PLA

HOTEL
J. E. LACOME,
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President.

A. HUGHES,
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DOROTHY

"WIDOW JONES"

UNlOlgBEL':
GOVERNOR MILLS ON TAXATION. be demanded
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the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It Is sent to
i
the
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Territory, and has a large and growing
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peace and is extending the movement '
to the public schools so that the rising
generations may be thoroughly imbued with the conviction that war is
murder.
The School Peace League aims not
only to teach the Heedlessness of fuTHE BIG EVENT!
ture war between nations but to show
definite constructive ways of substiDon't Miss
tuting law for war. It must not be
Prima-Donn- a
Noted
The
Comedienne
forgotten that this, except on May 18,
is to be done incidentally !n connection with lessons in history and patriotism and will take no time from
other studies. Certain fallacies that
are widespread must be eliminated before interest can be gained for these
constructive methods. Attention has
been called to two the confounding
of civil war with international war,
In J. J. McXally's Musical Comedy
and police functions with those of the
soldier. Perhaps the most harmful
injunction since Aesop's fables were
3 Hours of Fast Fun
3
written is the ancient motto, suggested by one of them: "In time of peace
The Latest Song Hits
prepare for war." Whatever its value
Talented Company of 30
as a prudent maxim in the days when
BEAUTIFUL SHOW GIRLS
arbitration was unknown and wars
were inevitable, it should be replaced
Lavish Production and Gowns
PRICES: $1.50, $1.00 and 75c.
today by this: In time of peace prepare for peace." In 1817, after a, war
Seats on Sale at Fischer's Drug
in which little was gained on either Store, Friday Morning, March 4th.
side, the United States and England
prepared for peace a peace which
has lasted nearly a century. They
agree to disband their forts on both
sides of the Canadian border line, to
remove battleships from the great
lakes and to have the borderland be
tween our peoples undefended on both
For 19 years the only
sides. Hundreds of millions might,
class tonsorial parlor
first
have been squandered in ships and
guns, replaced every dozen years as
in aianta Fe.
invention rendered the old ones useOUR NEW FITCH
less; had we done so, at the time
TREATMENT
of the Civil war and again, during the
Venezuelan boundary controversy, it is guaranteed to cure, (not only
is probable we should have had fric- relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
tion, perhaps war. But we prepared other scalp irritations. We also
for peace and we achieved peace.
car ry a complete )ine of all the
At the first Hague conference, pro- popular hair and facial tonics.
vision was made to call a halt beHERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & HTCH
tween two nations when strained reBATHS BATHS BATHS
lations boded war. That provision was
invoked by France when the firing of
the Russian fleet upon the British
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
fishing vessels in the North Sea, on Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
the Doggerbank, roused to white heat laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
the English nation with a cry for and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed; your
vengeance.. A board of investigation
socks
are mended and buttons
around
a
table
in
Paris heard
sitting
sewed on you shirts, without
calmly the testimony of Russian adextra charge.
mirals and surviving fishermen. The PHOXB RED
122. PHONE RED 122.
judgment was that the affair was
a
blunder and the request
merely
with no power of compulsion was
MtliiBEIII
that $350,000 be paid to the widows
and orphans. This was gladly paid,
ana not mooa cooled down and a
senseless conflict was averted.
Chili and Argentina, after reaching
the verge of war, arbitrated their 6)
4
,40Qtu
claims and prepared for further peace
by a pledge hereafter to arbitrate all
quarrels. Norway has prepared for
peace by securing the pledge of her
strong neighbors to set no foreign sol-diers on her shores. All nations at
the second Hague conference prepar- d
ed for peace and
endless
'Where prices are lowest
possible complications by the Porter-Dragarrangement for the arbitration
for safe quality"
of contractual debts. The five quarrel-- !
some Central America countries have '
prepared for peace by establishing aj
supreme court in 1908 which has al- lOne Resolution to Make
ready prevented one war. President
Roosevelt prepared for peace with?.
Japan, by friendly negotiations, a tactWhat other 1910 Resolu
ful policy with our Pacaific coast
tion youmay make
jingoes and a treaty and an agreement which leave no danger of war.
Resolve now that you will
Space'forbids more than the mention
of this tiny faction of a great mass of
trade at KAUNK & OO. the
pvWIcmno
that TM.nor.-?-auuu e1U1 War IS
' v,
coming year. It Is a resolulikely to lead to war and preparation for
tion in your own Interest, for
peace is likely to lead to peace. The
psychology of nations is like that of
It means the best possible
individuals. The cowboy or moun-tainee- r
table supplies at lowest poswho goes with a "peace mak
sible
prices.
er in his hip pocket is far more
likely to be. shot than if he went un
armed, provided he had done no
wrong to any one. The gentleman
Think it over-Is- n't
KAUNE
who goes unarmed because unafraid
&
store
for you
Co, the logical
is usually far safer than if armed.
1910.
Instant disarmament of nations is im
. to patronize through
possible, but we at least can lead in
a halt of armaments.
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Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

FIRST CLASS CAFE
IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

PRESS THE BUTTON

DO

THE REST,

FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON,
If you drop in at 5 o'clocx you can get a hot

We Are
Now

supper ready to eat and you will not
Our LnsreiUng p i5ro nage Is the
wait.
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The Democratic Silver City Inde
pendent, not only gives credit to Governor 'Curry hut also expresses ap
preciation of Governor Mills, for it'
says
"At Santa Fe today the recently ap-- !
pointed governor, William J. Mills, is
being formally inaugurated into 'his
high office.

H. S. KAUNE

EUGENIO ROMERO

LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lumber and all kinds
of building material.

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

& COMPANY

Red Phone 100

PHONE 26

Phone Red 100

T0MAS P. DELGAD0 Mgr.

Governor Mills commen-

ces his term under favorable conditions, possessing the confidence of
the people, and ft "is to be sincerely
YOU TAKE
hoped he will give, a clean and fearPAINS
less administration.' Governor Curry
now retires to private life. He has to make the chilmade a good executive and has done dren look pretty
much to advance the" Interests of the
for a day.
territory. Governor Curry has also just not preserve
Why
been fair in political matters and has
made a record of which he has every the me m o r y of
their prettiness by
reason to feel proud."
means of
The gentlemen who would attempt .PERMANENT
to handle Governor Mills as an annex i PHOTOGRAPHS
to any of their private schemes, will Platinum Prints
feel as did the Harvard football play- represent the highes
er of whom Success tells as follows: standard in
j
"A Harvard football player after
and will not
the recent unfortunate encounter with fade or discolor
YOU CAN SET
Yale thought he would escape the
eye hy cutting across the fields.
THEM HERE
A ihig bull, which looked as if it could
a steel
do good work in a mass play, bobbed surpassing
softin
engraving
up and cast an evil eye upon the jertone.
and
ness
of
crimson.
Harvard
sey
" 'Why didn't I take my father's adr
EiPinon Gallery
vice,' the young man reflected, 'and gel
Carlos Sierra
to Yale! This is no place for a Har-vard man
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EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PRJCE
BEST LINE OF GOLD AND SILVER FILIGREE
WORK EVER DISPLAYED IN SANTA FE
Don't
Fail
to
Call
and

Photo-ijaph-

Inspect

Excellent Assortments of
Burned Leather Goods
Burned Wooden Placques
ill Kinds of Drawn Work
Leather Pillows Tops
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SANTA PE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.

C. J. Dawe of Denver, is here on
business.
J. B. Lane of Denver, is a sightseer
in the city.
W. E. Smith of LaVeta, is visiting
friends here.
Mrs. W. J. Godfrew of Gallup, is a
,
visitor here.
M. A. Ross of Albuquerque, is at
;
the Claire hotel.
Attorney E. W. Dobson of Albuquer-- !
que is at the Claire hotel.
S. R. Fitzgerald, a traveling man
iff.
of Denver, is here on business.
Paul C. Bowles, a stationery salesman of Chicago, is at the Palace.
Helen Love, a tourist of La Grande,
Ore., is registered at the Claire,
R. B. Struthers of Boston, is a trav-- I
j
eling man registered at the Palace,
i
O. C. Watson, an insurance man of
Pueblo, is calling on business men
here.
Mr. and Mrs. D. J. Sanchez of Alamosa, Colo., are registered at the
Coronado.
W. W. Mcintosh, the Estancia valcome
AGE
can
OLD
work
of
and
savin?
from,
only
Ease and plenty
stockgrower spent yesterday in
ley
during your younger, energetic days.
Fe.
Santa
old
and
to
be
poor?
want
Do you
Mrs. O. G. Atkinson, a sightMr.
and
Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
seer from Pueblo, Colo., is registered
"We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.
at the Claire.
A. L. White and W. G. Franklin,
traveling men from Kansas City, are
&
at the Claire.
Karl Hockenheim, a traveling man
of St. Louis, is calling on business
men in the city.
Mrs. J. P. Delgado of Dawson, Colfax
county, is visiting her father, At&.
C- torney B. M. Read.
Mrs. Annie DuBois and Mrs. M. A.
(Established 1882)
Esmer, sightseers of Antonio, are
registered at the Palace hotel.
Banker W. D. Murray left for his
-ISilver City home yesterday, after
spending a day in the city.
Mrs. Jacob Posner and Mrs. S. Garcia of Abiquiu, are in the city. They
are registered at the Claire.
Traveling Auditor Charles V. Saf-for- d
Modern Mouses for RENT and SALE;
left for Albuquerque today to
out District Clerk Venable.
check
Fruit Ranches and large undeveloped tracts.
Lieutenant Governor S. R. Fitzgerald of Denver, Colo., who spent yesWe have everything in the above lines.
terday in Santa Fe on insurance matFor full particulars call or PhnTIP Ppd Nft IRQ
ters, left this forenoon for home.
119 San Francisco St.
address the above company
Mrs.
Uhler of Cleveland, O.,
and who formerly lived sometime in
Las Vegas-n- d
visited friends here
several weeks ago, is at the Palace,
Postofflce Inspector Crawford of Al- -'
buquerque, is in charge of the postof- flee today as Acting Postmaster
George Kinsell was compelled to go
ALSO Dealers in Furniture,
home on account of the illness of Mrs.
Kinsell, Miss Kinsell and Master
Kinsell.
PINE LINE OP Carpets and Rugs FOR THE HOUSE
Mrs. William T. Button and Mrs. T.
W. Scott of Cleveland, Ohio, left this
AH kinds of furnishings from chinawara to stoves, and
morning in an automobile on a trip
desks, chairs, table
to the Tsankawee cliff dwelling ruins,",
ranges, Also a fine assortment of
for the babies.
racks. Wagner folding go-carmiles west of Santa Fe. On
twenty-liv- e
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We have just received a fresh ship
ment of Spaulding's baseball goods
which is the most complete stock in
the city.
gam
j jm. - tE2f

trY

j-

SpauldiDg 1910 Record Books
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IT IS NEAR HOUSE,
CLEANING TIME
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JAP.A.LAC will made old fur.
mture look like new.
All kinds of floor paints, oils
varnishes, Alabastine and Kalsomine
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ALL KINDS OF FARMING
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NSURANCE

FOR SALE

TO SHOW GOODS

NO TROUBLE

CO.

-'

v lie ii you wanm guuu muvc uqi
or ball, come in and let us show
you some "GOOD ONF.S"

COMPANY

REAL ESTATE

turWCAHU-

IMPLEMENTS

F0R TIiE FAMOUS
STUDEBAKER WAGONS

Everything in Hardware

SURETY BONDS.

H.-G-

.

JUST
Call and see the
Beautiful Flowers
on DISPLAY.

YES JHEYGO FAST.

MARCH IS HEBE AND EVERY ONE IS

Rj5UmG HIMSELF, TO KEEP
STYLE.

THE

IN

VE CAN SAVE YoU A FEW.
BUSTER,

j

Wagner Undertaking Establishment

BUT THEN

MISS A MUGLER
Southeast Corner Plaza.
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GREAT!!

their return this afternoon they expect to visit the Indian villages of
San Ildefonso and Tesuque.
"George W. Newton, representing
the bureau of the census, department
of commerce and labor, arrived in the
city Wednesday for the purpose of securing statistics pertaining to mining
and manufacturing in this locality.
The government compiles statistics on
the former every ten years and on the
latter every five years. Mr. Newtoif
is a very agreeable young man, and
he seems to be thoroughly imbued
with his work." Silver City

Look over our stock and see if there isn't

something to interest you.

Ornamental Doors.

Ill IPS?

DECLAMATION CONTEST
ATTRACTS AUDIENCE,

are mn.de tn np.rf efition from our
Will Fill Every Prescription
Lumber) because the wood, is
aDd
in
particular
every
perfect
With strictest care awl unfailing fidelity to
free from every imperfection of the
doctor's orders. Too much may depend
knpts, cracks and warpings. u the medicine he prescribes to admitsub-of
the slightest deviation, carelessness or
Every foot- of it is thoroughly stitution.
so
seasoned, dried and shrunk,
it can be absolutely relied u pen ONLY THE PUREST, FRESHEST DRUGS
-

by carpenters andbuilders, and are employed. That means not alone the
archi- right medicine but also the right strength
all sensible, wide-awa- ke

aud the quickest cure. Moderate charges in
spite of our extra care and extra quality.

tects hereabouts particularly
mention our Lumber in their

STRlPLIHG-BURfiOW-

Charles W. Dudrow

CREAM

&

S

.4 Company.

Where your dollar buys tiie most.

It is an admitted fact that real es
tate, financial men and merchants all
say that quickest and best results are
obtained by advertising in the New

i

MILK

Telephone No 148 Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

Xew York, March 4. Annie Theresa
Heme Heise, a daughter of Edwin P.
Heme, one of the founders of the United States Steel Corfporation and a
niece of the Colorado Fuel and Iron
Company obtained a divorce from her
She
husband Rudolph John Heise.
will resume her maiden name and is
given the custody of her four children. She accused her husband of
squandering her fortune and finally
Tunning away with a cloak model.

Heart Strength
Heart Strength, or Heart Weakness, means Nerve
Strength, or Nerve Weakness nothing more. Pos.
itively, not one weak heart in a hundred is, in itIt is almost always a
self, actually diseased.
hidden tiny little nerve that really is all at fault.
This obscure nerve the Cardiac, or Heart Nerve
simply needs, and must have, more power, mora
stability, more controlling, more governing
strength. Without that the Heart must continue
to failand the stomach and kidneys also have
these same controlling nerves.
This clearly explains why as a medicine, Dr.
fihoop's Restorative has in the past done so much
for weak and ailing Hearts. Dr. Shoop first sought
the cause of all this painful, palpitating, suffocating heart distress. Dr. Shoop's Restorative this
prescription is alone directed to these
oopular
v and
It builds:
wasting nerve centers.
'gthens : it offers real, genuine heart help.
If you would have strong Hearts, strong di.
Cestion, strengthen these Inerves
them as needed, with

Dr. Shoop's

Restorative
STRIPLING

BURROWS CO.

f
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PERFECT FITTING MEN-- READY To WEAR
CLOTHING JUST RECEIVED. WE ARE NOW
ABLE TO OFFER OUR PATRON.S NEWER
FITTING FABRICS-MoR- E
QUALrTIE-5-ANSH
REAL
TAILoRED-ALL
SERVICEABILITY IN REAL HAND
PAT-TERN.S-&ET-

APE-RETAINI-

TER

NG

CLOTHING
THAN HAS EVER BEFORE BEEN SHOWN IN
THIS CITY. THE LATEST FIFTH AVENUE
MODELS.
COLLARS AND SHOULDERS ARE FORM
RETAINING, LININGS ARE FULL OF SERVICE
AND THE FABRICS ARE THOSE SANCTIONED
BY THE GREAT STYLE CENTERS.
POPULAR PRICES $15,00 AND $20.00
WOOL-READY-TO-W-

EAR

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.

.

address,
ounty Commissioner I.
Sparks and Dr. C. 0. Harrison. The MPEUIAL LAUNDRY
judges had some work before them
to pick the winners, said Mr. Howard,
but considering all of the points, they For
had finally managed to agree.
The program was rendered all the
more interesting by the vocal selec- Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
tions furnished by Miss Foree and Returns Thursday and Friday.
Miss Hancock, and by the male quar- AGENCY at O. K Barber
Shop
tet. Mrs. Flick was unable to be
O.
BROWN
a
F
male
the
and
Agent
present
quartet sang
selection in place of her's.
Phone No. 23 Red
,

specifications.

FRESH EGGS

Harold Hamill and Miss Dorothy Hay.
ward Win W. C. T. U. Medals-F- ine
Musical Program.
Before a large audience that seem
ed to thoroughly enjoy the declamation contests held in the high school
building last night, the judges announced that the winners of the W. C.
T. U. gold medals were Miss' Dorothy
Hayward and Harold Hamill. Prolonged-applause
greeted the announcement.. .There were five boy and five
girl contestants and each spoke on a
temperance' 'theme, displaying many
qualities of the youthful orator. 'The
judges of the' contest were-GVolney
Howard, who made the presentation

MILLIONAIRE SQUANDERED
FORTUNE.

Mexican.

If you want anything on earta
a New Mexican Want Ad.
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and
NIGHT

.

Lrn
,
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CLARENDON
GARDEN

Best Laundry Work

CLARENDON POULTRY Yards KoIST;VemoK!yday
:

Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White. Wyandottes. Chickens
are yarded In the orchard under the trees and fed on clean wholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoning.
A few choice cockerels for sale
EGGS FOR HATCHING.

iiuui Liovu.iv aoivivo
On and Aftor Mareh 1st

Wize up those cJaffk plaCCS
Santa Fe Water

AND

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
DESIGNS. IHOICE APPLES NOW.

DAY
ainicj

WIH

and Electrical Cooking Specialties.

Light Company
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theater made a hit last night and they

MTURE'5 CUBE

k

St, Louis Rocky Ml

M.

NOTICE.

will be repeated tonight and tomor- Department of Territorial
Engineer.
row night. The moving pictures were
Number of Application 379.
atalso pronounced good and a good
Santa Fe, N. M.. March 2. 1910.
tendance is looked for tonight.
Notice is hereby given that on tne
29th day of January, 1910, in, accordBE
TO
DECLARED
CRIPPLE
Not only its proven ability to cure, but its absolute safety as a remedy
ance with Section 26, Irrigation Law
MARVELOUS ATHLETE.
has made S. S. S. the most desirable of all medicines for the treatment of
1907 L. T. Hardy of Espanola,
of
Contagious Blood Poison. S. S. S. is made entirely of roots, herbs and
Spokane, Wash., March 4. Charles
barks of the forests and fields. It does not contain a particle of mercury, Galbraith, 18 years of age, living with County of Rio Arriba, Territory of
potash or any other harmful mineral to injure the delicate parts of the his parents at 1317 Fifteenth avenue New Mexico, made an application to
system, impair the digestion, corrode and irritate the lining of the stomach, in this city, is declared by Van Cook, the Territorial Engineer of New MexIt is Nature's blood purifier,
or in any other way injure the health.
ico for a permit to appropriate from
S. S. S. removes the ' physical director of the Spokane the
harmless in its action and certain in its good results.
public waters of the Territory of
poison from the circulation, enriches the blood, and safely and surely cures South Central high school, where the New Mexico.
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Cleanses the system

Cures Biliousness, Sick
Headache, Sour Stomach, Torpid Liver and
STRIPLING-BURROW-

s

:

r

First National Ba.ik of NaraVisa
Juay County Loan 1st
Quay County loan 2nd
i
First National Bank of Santa Fe
Hank of Commerce. Albuquerque
j
First National Hank of Las Vegas
First National Hank of Albuquerque
San Miguel National Hank, Las Vegas
Kirt National Hank of Raton
Firt National Hank of Roswell
National Hank of Commerce of New York
Citizens National Hank of Roswell
First National Hank of Clayton
.
.
First National Hank of Carlsbad
Silver City National Hank of Silver City
Taos County Hank of Taos. N. M
New Mexico Savings Hank Jt Trust Co. of Alb
...
State National Hank of Albuquerque
First National Bank of Tucumcaii
National Hank of N. M. of Raton
American National Hank of Silver City
First National Hank of l'ortales
Raton National Bank of Raton
Union County Trust and Savings Ass'n Clayton
First National Bank of Santa Kosa
First National Bank of Las Cruxes
National Hank of Carlsbad
Hank of Springer of Springer
Detning National Hank of Doming
Torrance County Loan
Federal Hanking" Co. of Tiicumcari
Montezuma Trust Co. of Albuquerque
Fir-- t National Hank of Lordsburg
First National Hank of Alamogordo
Lakewood National Hank of Lakewood
First National Hank of Melrose
Clovis National Hank of Clovis
Texico National Bank of Texico
Bank of Denting of Deming
First National Hank of Lake Arthur
Portales Hank &. Trust Co, of l'ortales
First National Hank of Elida..
N. VV. Harris & Co., of New York City
The Exchange Bank of Carrizo.o
United States Hank and Trust Co. of Santa Fe . .
The Bank of Maudaler.a of Magdalena
First Nat. Bk. of Las V. U.S.5 per cent. Pro. L. S..
Sierra County Hank of Hillsboro

37
19

481.521
454.164

S 935,65 56

340,71

77

S 590,01

Halance February 28, I'.iio
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certify the foregoing statement to be true and correct.
A. Otkko.

M.

Terr torial Treasurer.
Santa Fe, N. M., March

1, 1910.
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Transfers

Transfers
Receipts
190!idur. quarter to funds

15.827 26
5,222 02
1.977 09

Interest Fund
Interest on deposits

University of New Mexico
University of New Mexico Income Fund
University of New Mexico Saline Fund
University of New Mexico Permanent Fnud
Agricultural College
Agricultural College Income Fund

Agricultural

College

3.036

15,048 59

310 21 $

41

1,126
19,161

13,410 00 3
2,212 69
12,399 41
254 2l!

17,155 64
4.918 90
8.739 57
78 83
81 60

106 39
263 40:

19
471 33

Permanent Fund

84

89

106 39

.

9,74i

45

6,538 25,

31
59
62
10
63
323 55

4,479
2,360
580
2,097
2,842

625 00
106 39

3,044 38

2,653

Reform School
Reform School Income Fund
Reform School Permanent Fund
Blind Asvlutn
Blind Asylum Income Fund
Blind Asylum Permanent Fund
School of Mines
School of Mines Income Fund
School of Mines Peimanent Fund
Deaf and Dumb Asylum
Deaf and Dumb Asylum Income F.und
Deaf & Dumb Asylum, Permanent Fund
i
Miners Hospital
Miners Hospital Income Fund
Miners Hospital Permanent Fund
New Mexico Insane Asylum
Insane Asylum Income Fund
Insane Asylum Permanent Fund
Penitentiary Income Fund
Penitentiary Current Expense Fund
Penitentiary Maintenance Fund
Penitentiary Convicts Earnings Fund

85!

38 78

323 55!
13,253 65
845 34!

214 34i

3,000 00!

6,174 02

I

.

12,500

OOj

6.927 67
1,059 68

9,800

00!

3,024 67

I.

11,428 22

1,396 45
423
64
452
374

26 45i

18
92!
20!

449 63

6,004 83
47 52;

43

6,089 44

796 93

3.714 76

64 92
2,742 27

374 43

47 53

4 086 631

84 221

645 32

15.168 90
8.308 72
6.991 63
s.299 62
4.356 O'.i
8.621 56
4.362 00
S.307 9.1
N.3HS 17
X.3U5 77
5.3C9 0:
2.640 OH
7,557 45
15.111 80
7.535 17
72.076 23

6,000 00
595.013 79

S45 33j

j

2,799 74
84 23

SPOKANE WOMEN'S CLUBS
saying he is satisfied with the work of
AT WAR OVER POLICE. the police.
"There is no telling where the matRich Women Hold Indignation Meet- ter will end," said Mrs. A. E. House,
ings and Club Relations Srtained
president of the Woman's Club, "but
$60,000 Damage Suit.
the police department will wish it had
not attacked our organizations."
Spokane, Wash., March 4. When
Mrs. Helen LaReine Baker, rated as DOG THAT SAVED WOthe richest woman in eastern WashMAN'S LIFE IS DEAD.
ington, repudiated in an authorized
Spokane, Wash., March 4. "Boominterview the scathing indictment of er." for 20 months a
the police department of Spokane by
of the Northern Pacific railMrs. Philip P. Stalford in a speech be- guardian
crossing at Sprague avenue and
fore members of the city council, she way
Division
street, in the eastern part
started an insurgent movement which of Spokane, where the animal saved
deofficers of local woman's clubs
the lives of scores of adults and lit-l- e
clare, wil result in demands for her
children, is dead. The noble animal
resignation by a half dozen organiza- was executed by the poundmaster
tions.
after biting a street car conductor.
Another factor in the battle is Chief
The dog, a tramp of mongrel origin,
of Polive Sullivan, who, backed by
gained national renown a year ago
Mayor Pratt, charges that the attack when it saved a woman, carrying a
on the nolice by the women's clubs
babe and leading a child, from death
was inspired by the Industrial Work
under the wheels of a locomotive by
ers of the World. Chief Sullivan has
tugging at her skirts and dragging her
engaged counsel to institute six suits out of harm's way. Another event,
against Mrs. Stalford for slander, which gained for it the reputation of
claiming $60,000 damages. This has
being "the only union dog in town,"
Hut-toprompted Mrs. May Arkwright
was at the- - beginning of the switchwife of a millionaire mine operamen's strike on the Hill lines last Detor and head of the Washington Equal
when "Boomer" deserted the
cember,
Suffrage League, to take up the crossing because its railroad friends
cudgel for Mrs. Stalford against May- were not there to greet him. Afteror Pratt, Chief Sullivan and Mrs.
ward, it is said, the animal fell in
Baker.
who taught it
with saloon
have been bad tricks, loungers,
Indignation meetings
including
biting street
held to discuss Mrs. Baker's action car men when they approached the
and relations are strained to the crossing.
breaking point. The club women
claim to have the support of the unNotice for Publication.
ion labor forces in their campaign for
(Serial 03731. Not coal land.)
three police matrons, while the union- Department of the Interior,
ists say they have the backing of the
TJ. S. Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 19, 1910.
equal righters, students of economics
and advocates of other reforms in
Notice is hereby given that Ramon
their fight for an increase in the muni- Sandoval, of Cow Springs, (P. O.
by Lamy), N. M., who, on March 29,
cipal wage scale, recommended
1904, made homestead entry (Serial
Mayos N. S. Pratt.
N
Rev. W. E. Themfield, pastor of 03731) No. 7871, for SE 4 SE
2
Sec. 1, T.
SE
NE 4 SW
Grace Methodist church, has requested City Clerk Fleming to strike his 13 N.. R. 11 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
name from the petition for matrons, has filed notice of intention to make

WANTS
FOR SALE Lands irrigated by the
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Co., maps and prices at Charles E.
Michael. Real Estate.
FOR SALE 942 acres level land,
under the Socorro ditch, 16 miles
east of El Paso, Tex., $50 per acre on
terms. Charles E. Michael, Real Estate.
A slightly used piano for sale at a
great sacrifice. Inquire Curio Store,
southeast corner of plaza. Easy terms.
If you wish to exchange that old
piano for a new one, call at the Curio
Store, southeast corner of plaza;

easy terms.

I

5,105 39

36.530 38

.

309 791
756 78

7,503 73
16,451 76
4,085 38

Penitentiary Permanent Fund
Penitentiary Board Fund
Transportation of Discharged Convicts
Penitentiary Cell House Fund
New Mexico Military Institute
Military Institute Income Fund
Military Institute Permanent Fund
Water Reservoir Permanent Fund

6216:.

24.840 05;
314

208 10

755 97j

10,232

4

17,961

7i

" 3,323 00'
14,548 37
9,513 20

6,970 24

31

447 70
65

4,393 53
387 54
507 74
530 82
288 00
1,479 44
133 49!

36

lOj

Insurance Fund
Territorial Institutions Bonds, Sinking Fund
Military Institute Bonds, Sinking Fund
Insane Asylum Bonds, Sinking Fund

Camino Real Fund
U.S. Land Fees Fund
Mounted Police Fund
Elephant Butte Water Users Ass'n. of N M. .
Territorial Library Fund
Capitol Insurance Fund
Hydrographlc Survey Fund
Re Imburse Territorial Institutions
Territorial Students Fund.
Pullman Car tax
Capitol Imp. Bonds of 1907
Coal Oil Inspectors Fund
Bank Examination Fees
Maintenance Public Lands
Road Fund
Gam Protection Fund
Dficincy Certificates of 1909
University De6cit Certificates of 1909
Armory Deficit Certificates of 1909
Caplnol Rebuilding Bonds, Sink. Fund
Insurance of Armories
Eradication Indemnity Fund
Stream Guagfog Fund
Prin. and Int. Fund, bond? of 1901, Agri. Col
Prln. and Int. bonds of 1901. Military Inst. .
Prln. and Int. bonds of 190l, Insane Asylum
Proceeds 35 par cent U. S Forest Reserve. . .
Common School Permanent Fund
Armory Certificates and Interest
Deficiency Certificates and Interest
Orphan School at Santa Fe
Span. Amer. Normal School at El Rito. ....
Children Heme Society at Albuquerque
If usAum of New Mexico at Santa Fe
Lai Vegas Grant (Trustees)

492 73
264 76
12,442 20
46,550 17
8,716 01
62 63
1,013 16
3,850 43

59,877
662
19,122
3,640
4,538
50,709

5!

2

13

61
21
57
13
36

799 50

4,183 38
22
06
34
83
175 04
63 91

3,571
13,036
1,299
7,846

2.453
1.109 47
7,705 77

178 05

17
06
68

1,126 84

492 73

178 05

2 53

4.433 85

52,165 10

52 00
606 25

19,418 94
6,159 38
10,465 65

1,408 11
150 00

1,795 43

21,980 09

359 99

135,173 06
1,586 53
5,592 25
147,881 36
6 50

1,508 67
8o 00

1,584 06

1,740 26
219 0
1,452 10
30,641 54
62 41
59 37
1,154 90j
341 87
246 00'
683 71

186 46
35

10,569
900
3,762
50,000
1,508
6,816
140,444
1,584
7,156
153,813

836 32

74

11,231

103 71
63 29
2 35
18 64
1,145 56
2 47
19 57

400 00

174 03

1.119 00

1,198
6,378
7,793
37.941
7.300
4

1.646 99

29,794

62 30!
59 17

5,338
340 82

1

592 09
4,096 62
1,299 34
292 91
115 00
226 29

13,800 00
78

978 83

1,984 85

793 85

3,897 36
18,041 73
658 56
1,611 50

3,225
9.623
198

8,503

57
36
43
33
05
21
20
28
05
13
15
20
45
04

175
771 9d
36
1,415 76
1,109 47
3,485 99
252 40
11.435

22

13,205 67
6,293 83
926 70
412 57

352 00
36
950 99
377 69
720 23

1 ,148

1,095 53

521 66

1,724 27

1.969 51
100 00

3 43

26,769 64
1,536 00
50
6,005 77
5,751 06

50
77
06
13
19
19

5,631

8,587
3,750 00
2,500 00
120 00

120 00

451,164 19$ 317,691

2l9

Claimant names as witnesses:

Eulogio Sandoval, Victoriano GarFiliberto
cia, Francisco Sandoval,
Martinez, all of Lamy, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.
The New Mexica.v Printing Company has on hand a large supply of
pads and tablets suitable for school
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
and merchants: good everywhere. Wo
will sell them at 5 cents in book form.

"Vki

greKtiTsa

'

'.. '1'

MaamiiiE mm grown

What "Marion Harland" Thinks of

"Nature's Gift From The Sunny South"
New

York, December 15, 1906

Fairbank Company,
Dear Sirs:
Many years ago I discontinued the use of lard in my kitchen and substituted for it
as an experimentCOTTOLENE, then comparatively a new product.
Since my first trial of it I can truly say that it has given complete satisfaction,
whether it is used alone, as "shortening', orme.in combination with butler in pastry, biscuitB.
etc., or in frying; it has never disappointed
I wish it were in my power to install this pure vegetable product in the esteem of
my fellow housewives in place of the gross, and often diseased, animal fats.

The N. K.

I rarely

recommend any

proprietary article in print,

however good

I

may

think

it,

and myself the excellence of C0TT0LENE,
after many years use has proved to my household rule.
I honestly believe it to De the
I feel justified in departing from the
of its kind ever offered to the American housekeeper, and I am glad of the
best

but

self-impos- ed

thing
opportunity to make
very

my

conviction public.

Yours

'

truly.

625 00
625 00
635 00

26,769 64
1,536 00'
5,631
6,005
5,751
2,587
3,875
8,875

1--

final five vear nroof. to establish
claim to the land above described, before the register and receiver, U. S.
land office, at Santa Fe, M. M., on tne
14th day of April, 1910.

76
06

80 00
3 40 82

1--

1--

1--

1--

tomobilie business by mail and pre
pare for positions as chauffeurs and
Tepair men. We make you expert in
ten weeks; assist you to secure position. Pay big; work pleasant; de
mand for men great; reasonable;
write for particudars and sample les
son. Empire Automobile
institute,
Rochester, N. Y.

f.9

47 80

21

625 06
625 00
625 00

5 481,531 37'

2,847 93
94,496 51

3,913 25

4,si9

41

811 01

00

65

11,761 99

21.908

3! 5 57
21
72,076 33
14,786 32
1,565 68
17,591

00

1,447 77

823 05
226 65

80 00
4,535 82

116 03

28,024 48
9,506 15

67
03
97
06
74

198 201
949 53

66

61
28
55
50
28
99

5,670 43

8,115 47
6,270 40,
6,206 82

27

36
270
732
347
968
164

1,322 12
8,148 37i

10,238 00

45!

1,225 00'

16
54
05
412 57
352 00
53 83
1,473 65
132 45
622 65

1,088 98

50 81

14,260
25,526
14,185
7,773
6,005

6 23

9,796
8,998
4,967
3,332

15,608 82'

146 55

1,511 02

7,129
6.772
7,793
37.494
7,081

1,681 93
798 95
935 10

11,390 29

1,438 15
12,270 42

208 91
14,413 20
19,865 10
1,542 42
20 00

95
2,000 70!
387 54
237 46
23 52

10,879

5,326 00
6,337 47

395

178 05

79

89
53
68
71
1 51
63 29

12,304

235 251
59 50l

.

1.548 37

538 3
609 20
3.870 70

0l

16,795 72
57 16

20 00

1,539

Compilation Fund
Normal School, N. M. (Silver City)
Normal School, N. M. S. C. Income Fund
Normal School Silver Citv Permanent Fund.
Normal School N. M. S. C. Heating Plant...
Normal School, N. M. Las Vegas
Normal School, N. M. Las Vegas, Income Fd
Normal School, Las Vegas Permanent Fund..
Normal School, Las Vegas SummerSchool. .
Common School IncomeFund
Proceeds 5 per cent U.S. land sales permanent
Charitable Institutions
Sheep Sanitary Fund
Cattle Indemnity Fund
;
Compensation of Assessors
Salary Fund
Supreme Court Fund
Miscellaneous Fund
Militia Fund
Camtol Contingent Expense Fund
Provisional indebtedness Bond Sinking Fund
Palace Income Fund
So Western and International Express Co..
Territorial Purposes, 59th Fiscal Year
Territorial Purposes 00th Fiscal Year
Territorial Purposes 6lst Fiscal Year
Territorial Institutions, 59th Fiscal Year...
Territorial Institutions, 60th Fiscal Year...
Territorial Institutions 61st Fiscal Year
Improvement Rio Grande Income
Imorovement Rio Grande, Permanent
Water Reservoir Inc. for Irrigation Purposes
Public Buildings at Capitol Income
Current Expense Bonds Sinking Fund

Total

Balances
Payments
from funds dur. quarter T eb. 28, 1910

230 80
81 60

102 24

15.167 01
.:',07 17
S.30S 6?
S.3U6 83
.574 71
s.;',07 ss
s.308 37
3.200 00

Year, Commencing December 1st,

balances
30,

jS

00

::..i70 66

'

Total
Funds not available

To
55

43
54
15.577 41
15.165 77
15,168 82
15,171 68
15,171 87
3,341 54
540 52
18.960 43
15.157 30
s,:su6 ti
15.108 Is

.

JUTSTT
QTJARTEHLYSTATEM
of
61st
the
Fiscal
First

Nov.

32.861

22.746
22.749
22.750
15.162

j

SETTLERS SQUARE DEAL. ton and Montana."
Spokane, Wash., March 4. Coeur
d'Alene Settlers' Association, just orstopped In 20 mtnnteu
sure with Dr. Shuop'i
ganized in Spokane with 150 resident
Croup Itemed)'. One
test will surely....prove.
members and W. M. Masi, Jr., as presa;
X,. ..,;,;..
ident, purposes to do all it can to as- - ress. A safo andpleasinKojrui) ?X: iJnincists.

Title of fund or account.

2.000 00
27.257 84
22.133 4S

j

To.

Quarter
Of the Territorial Treasurer of New Mexico,
1909, Ending February 28, 1910.

7,579 04
1,071 90

t

1?9

Years Ago
black-capper-

S

30, 1909

during quarti-Total to bo accounted for
Payments during quarti-Koceipts

sist the winners of homesteads on the
Coeur d'Alene reservation in northern
Idaho in getting a "square deal" when
they locate on the land in April. Several thousand men and women, represtate, province
senting almost
and territory on the continent, were
lucky at Uncle Sams' big land lottery
in at Coeur d'Alene last August and most
one
some
comes
from
generally
of them will come west within 45
New Mexico. The last report sent out
to locate.
days
encroach
herders
is that the sheep
"We
have a fund to begin work."
upon the farmers. This is what some
one has either written them or told said President Masi. "and we are gothem. If it were not a matter of ing to get down to brass tracks. We
pride and a sincere love for New Mex- are now making arrangements to
cruise the reservation with competent
ico I would abandon the project."
men to check up on locators who seek
our patronage. We won't stand for
A severe snow storm rages on the
crookedness on the part of these
any
Jersey coast reminding one of the professional locators and in this
fearful blizzard of 1SS8. A blinding
who conducted the
snow storm raged yesterday in New Judge Witten,
drawing last summer, has promised us
York City.
every assistance the federal government can give to homeseekers, not
ASSOCIATION TO GIVE
only in Idaho, but also in Washing-

(From The XcwMeslcnn of this ihite.

in all counThere are
to have
seems
ties, but New Mexico
of
them. A primore than her share
vate letter is at hand today from a
gentleman who has interested himself
of late in establishing a little colony
of farmers in central New Mexico.
The leaders of the party have been
all over the ground and know just
what its merits and demerits are, and
they are anxious to come and locate.
But New Mexico's citizens are charged with discouraging them in every
way possible. The gentleman writes
thus
"It keeps me on the alert trying to
fight off adverse influences. I no
sooner straighten out one matter before New Mexico is attacked from
another quarter, and the worst of it

Balance November

It is guaranteed

4. CO.

S

Amount.

Disposition of Funds.
Recapitulation.

thoroughly and clean
sallow complexions ol
pimples and blotches.

ChFr..:nct;pai,r Laxative Fruit Syrup

MALIGNERS OF NEW MEXICO
ARE CALLED TO ACCOUNT.

PAGE SEVEN.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

4, 1910.

317,991

21

13

125 19
375 19

$ 340,671 77.$ 595.013 79

NOTE

experts In the United States.- She is th
"MARION HARLAND" Is well known as one of the foremost cooking
and her articles on culinary subjects are widely read and highly
author of the famous "Marlon Harland Cook Book,"
experience with COTTOLENE make this endorsement particularly strong and conprized Her high standing and Ions because
of the fact that it came entirely unsolicited.
vincing, and it Is doubly gratifying

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

PAGE EIGHT,

CASH

4

No

4

(Continued From Page Two.)
i

GKOCERY AND BAKERY

i

.1-

per lb

iMCE FRESH TOMATOES

MARKET REPORT
MONEY AND METALS.
New York, March 4. Call money

2 2
3 per
cent;; Prime mercantile
Judge Abbott Will Hold Court at
41-2- 5
Alof
A.
paper
Abbott
per cent; Mexican dolIra
Clayton Judge
lars 44; Amalgamated 82; Atchison
buquerque, will hold court at Clayton,
Spokane, Wash., March 4. Dr. H. PROSPECTORS RUSHING
116
New York Central 1221-2- ;
Union county, from March 7 to 21.
B. Johnson of San Francisco, superinTO ELK CITY DISTRICT.
Southern
Pacific 127
Union PacifJose
at
Had Leg Amputated
Hip
tendent of Pacific Japanese missions,
ic 1871-8- ;
1213-8- .
Steel
85;
pfd.
Cervantes, who was injured while who is making a tour of the north
Spokane, Wash., March 4. ProsNew
4
March
York,
Lead
had
on
Santa
Fe;
a
the
steady
ride
west, declared in an interview in Spo
stealing
from nearly every 455465; copper easy; standard spot
a leg amputated at the hip in Saint jkane there are 2,000 less Japanese in pectors and miners
to
are
in
northwest
the
and May 13.1013.30; Silver 50
rushing
Joseph's Hospital at Albuquerque yes- - California today than were in the campElk
GRAIN. PORK, LARD AND RI8S.
City district in northern Idaho
j state two years ago.
Those migrating the
terday.
of
the
to
south
and
March 4. Wheat May
Jarbridge,
Chicago,
scala-it- o
just
Some
Can
Ash
an
in
states
included
are not
other
Swiped
a
state line, where there 1131-4- ; July 105.
with
not
have
thousand
Several
in
Mayor
his
estimate.
sympathy
wag
Corn May 63
over the recent
July 651-4- .
Jose D. Sena's ash can ordinance, also returned to Japan from other is great excitement
dis45
Oats
first
The
named
discoveries.
May
July 43
stole the brand new can of A. E. P:j states since 190S. The recent run on gold
Pork
Newsome
May
24.85;
Elk
n
City,
trict,
July 24.871-2- .
including
Japanese-Americabe
has
banks
the
Robinson on Chanpelle street,
Lard
13.30.
May
now
13.40;
is
known
as
and
Ten
what
Mile,
July
caused a financial depression amon
tween yesterday and today.
Ribs May 12.821-2- ;
12.771-2- .
- was the Mecca of placer miners about
July
is
aughe
this
and
to
the
Court
said,
Will Carry Case
Supreme
Japanese,
WOOL
MARKET.
me
wens
raigu
jeu ago,
Elfego Garcia of Albuquerque, who mented by the fact that the American
St. Louis, March 4. Wool unchangto advance money on Company handling more than $30,000,-laml-s
recently won the custody of his eighl; banks refuse
ed;
1864
territory and western mediums 25
000
from
in
total
the
are
gold,
for which the Japanese
output
month old baby, will appeal the judg-- ;
2S; fine mediums 2024; fine 12
inti-- , to 1871.
were
The
He
on
contract
the
operations
early
plan.
ment which seeks to compel him to paying
21.
mated that the immigration of the confined to the shallow bars, but since
pay $G00 for the keeping of the baby
LIVESTOCK.
1898 there has been considerable work
to Mrs. Georgia Cahill of Minturn, Mikado's subjects to the Pacific coast
March 4. Cattle ReKansas
City,
because
on
in
One
the
the future,
will be smaller
company,
high benches.
j Colo.,
to the supreme court,
No
southerns. Market
1,000.
of the obstacles placed in the way of of which M. H. Hare of Spokane, is ceipts
n
steers
Temporary Receiver For Raton
Native
$5.757.75;
steady.
of
residents
742
white
acres
the Japanese by
ol patented
manager, has
Upon application of Attorney
southern steers $5.257; southern
mis- He
states.
added
the
that
on
Montana
these
old
in
the
iplacer
ground
AbClarence J. Roberts, Judge Ira A.
cows $3.50 5.75; native cows and
,
, ...... ... ..
nnA
i
IU "IB
ul,"'rai' are Ul"u6 6UUU .ewsome camp, ana tms, engineers heifers
bott yesterday at Albuquerque
$56.80; stockers and feeders
v. v. firamntnn tern-- i work and that they are in excellent
report, contains more than one hun- - i
.mintort Attm-nocalves
bulls $4.255.75;
.
$46.25;
e
nnnntrv.
rtrmrHfinn in nil nnrtH
nf
mii
thf
.j.
u
j j u,,ulUu uuUll; iuuj ul
"
uieu
western
porary receiver of the Department
steers
j4
$57.25;
U
508J5;
1An.An4.a.uc
mg Bla.vC1, u.B iuco, ,r.raa.6C .rnlim
Stores Company at Katon. KODerts
ne main ue- - j Hogs cows$3.506,
Deing in cents a yara.
represents creditors who claim ac-- . MEXICAN INVENTS NEW KIND
Receipts 4,000. Market 5
counts amounting to $20,000.
OF IRRIGATION DAM. posit is from 1,200 to 2,600 feet in higher. Bulk $9.409.75; heavy $9.65
width, 6,000 feet in length and 300
9.80; packers and butchers $9.50
Inauguration Executive Committee j
Experts predict that 50 9.75; light $9.259.60;; pigs $8.509.
San Antonio, Texas, March 4. An feet deep.
The inauguration executive commit- ...
men W1U De employed next season
tee will meet tomorrow afternoon
Sheep
.Receipts 1,000. Market
dam that will prove of great
where only one is at work today and steady. Muttons $6.257.75;
4 o'clock in the office of Mayor Jose beneflt
lambs
sudden
to
in rivers gubject
that the output "will be large.
D. Sena at the capitol. All bills in floods has been invented
$89.15; fed, western wethers and
by Frederico
curred for the inauguration festivities Wulff, a Mexican engineer of Torreon,
fed western
yearlings $6.758.75;
ewes $6.257.25.
must be presented before then to the and will be used in a dam he is con- - WOULD SELL FARM
chairmen of committees so that they o..,iHno- for- - Tio firm nf William Pur- PRODUCTS AT COST.
Chicago, March 4. Cattle Receipts
may be approved and ordered paid at
Market steady. Beeves $5
3,500.
&
The
Qn the Naxag riyer
tomorrow's meeting which will be the dam consists of a solid foundation of
March 4. H. E. 8.10; Texas steers $4.70 5.80; west
Wash.,
Spokane,
last of the committee.
concrete and two steel cylinders, in Sharp, president of the Meadow Lake ern steers $4.506.50; stockers and
this case 100 feet long and eight feet branch of the Farmers' Educational feeders $3.606.20; cows and heifers
WASHINGTON FRUIT GROWERS
Union of America, $2.606.40; calves $7.509.70.
in diameter. Behind these the water and
HAVE 250'0 asparagus
Hogs
Receipts 11,000. Market 5
will be backed up to a level where it which claims 3,000,000 members in
10
to
announces
it
United
the
that
higher.
States,
Light $9.559.90; mixThe
ditches.
enter
will
the irrigation
Spokane, Wash., March 4.
heavy ,$9.60(3)10;
on the is planned to establish wholesale and ed $9.559.971-2- ;
are
anchored
steel
cylinders
growers at Kennewick, on the Columgood to choice
river- retail stores and a warehouse in Spo- rough $9.60 9.75;
the
of
the
middle
in
and
banks
bia river in Benton county, Washingkane to serve consumers with prod- heavy $9.7010; pigs $8.659.50; bulk
s
and
means
of
bed
and
by
ton, southwest of Spokane, have ob- a winch can be rolled out of the
way ucts of the farm at cost. It is also $9.75 9.90.
tained 250,000 asparagus plants, which
Sheep
Receipts 5,000. Market
case of high water. The same ar-- 1 proposed to have aiiqilar concerns
will be set out in a short time, the in
tictaa in strong to ten higher. Native $58.10;
city ui cuts
Will govern the size of the iu cvci
rangement
is to reduce the western $5.508.10; yearlings $7.85
the state. The
plan being to produce the vegetable orifice the steel
cylinders provide for cost of living byobject
for export by the carload. They
the mid- 8.80; lambs native $8 9.40; western
eliminating
on
way as their ends converge
dleman. The union will have to fight $89.40.
that nsnnvaeiis can he Errown a spillotnera boycott by retailers and wholesalers.
in commercial quantities at a big';fiach
The
opinion of experts who have Sharp added, but it is expected the
profit, and, if the venture proves the
NOTICE.
success predicted for it by experinced seen a similar dam in operation is organization will win in this camDissolution
of Partnership.
in riv-ie- s
The Santa Fe Hardware and Supthey say that canner- - that it is an unqualified success to be paign as it did last year, when the big
wheat buyers put the union under the
will follow. They have sufficient ers where sudden floods have
comply Company, a
plants to spread over more than 100 taken into consideration. Instead of ban, the result being that the farm- posed of F. E. Dunlavy, and W. H.
acres and it is expected the entire dis-- 1 inundating the fields which the river ers in Washington fixed prices on Kennedy, doing business in Santa Fe,
Strict will be interested in the Indus-- ! under normal conditions irrigates, the grain and realized $1,000,000 in extra N. M., up to September 10th, 1909,
of by profits by' selling their wheat direct
has been dissolved
try within five years. They will surplus of water will he disposed
by mutual
to the millers and exporters. Officers crvnsrTit
All accounts Ane
tn thft
grow the vegetables in their newly-se- t rolling the steel cylinders out of the
claim the union controls the products
orchards and in connection with way entirely.
t6
be
E Dun.
must
fim
aboye
paid
small friuts and early vegetables. The
The dam now in the course of con- mu uui ui M per wui oi me larm- lavy at room 19, Catrcm block.
Kennewick district is one of the first struction is on the Naxas river in the ers in the northwest.
Dated at Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 21st,
1910.
to have strawberries on the market San Pedro cotton district. It will cost
F. E. DUNLAVY,
If you want anything on earth try
and many growers have made' for- about $200,000 and when ready will
W. H. KENNEDY.
tunes there in following that industry. store up water enough to take care of a New Mexican Want Ad.
1--

5--

15c.

3--

j

THURSDAYS

FISH

Many

15,000

3--

i

FRESH

acres of the richest cotton land
anywhere. Since Egyptian cotton is
best suited for cultivation by means
Japanese Are Going Home and of Irrigation this
variety will he plantOthers Flocking Eastward,
ed to a large extent.
Says Expert.

YELLOW PERIL IN CALI- FORNIA LESS SERIOUS.

Minor City Topics.

No.

FRIDAY, MARCH 4, 1910.

Idaho-Nevad-

j

1--

Bananas, per doz
Fresh Kansas Eggs, doz

I

Fresh Estancia Eggs,

35

Barrington

Hall

Cofl- -

lbs

75
fee,
White House Coffee, 21b. .75
Dates, new & fresh, 21b. .25
New Seeded Raisins lib .10
Recleaned Currants lib. .10
Best Patent Flour, saxik $1.65
Corn Meal 241b. sack .. .65

.30

2

doz 35

25
Best Lemons, doz
$1.10
Grape Fruit, doz
Oranges; Navels, 25c to 55
Sweet Potatoes, lb. .. .05
25
Potatoes, 14 lbs

j

j

35c. lb. Merritts Best Butter 35c. lb.
Good
Tomatoes,
No. 3's, 2 for

25c
.10c

Sweet Corn, .per can .
15 to 35c
Canned Fruits,
10, 15, 20, 25c
Salmon
Columbian Milk, 3 for
25c,

thirteen for

i.

Six bars
Soap

1.00

Green Chile. 3 for 25c,
$1.00
thirteen for
1909 Walnuts, per lb. . . .20c
Ripe Olives, pt. can . ..20c
Turnips, beets, carrots,
4c
per lb

14

"

Pearl

Hardwater

White
25c

Castile

PtaS

M

-

I

25c
Soap
Three Dutch Cleansers. ..25c
Nos. 1 and 2 Lamp Chim15c
neys, 2 for

F. ANDREWS

4.

Jt

25c

Soap

Con-Icer-

j

Cabbage and Parsnips,
4c
per lb
25c
Nine bars;Teepe Soap
Seven bars Diamond C,

Extra

1--

i

S

i

I

,.,-,- 1

vesta

i
j
i

I

-

i

PARISIAN CLEANING & DYE WORKS

r

FRENCH DRY AND STEAM CLEANING

I

I

plants

jack-chain-

WE CLEAN.

LADIES

WE ALSO CLEAN

PRESS AND REPAIR

AND

GOWNS,

OPERA

CLOAKS, SILKS, LACES, GLOVES

GENTS CLOTHES

be-Up-

OLD HATS MADE

NEW.

TIES, PARASGtS, ETC.

PRICES REASONABLE

SATIS FACTION G 1TA KA XTEK D.

truck-gardener-

East Side Plaza:

Phone 132 Red.

rlnbl

LLflbb

satisfaction assured

corrick's hack line s&gSE" Prop
popniarirprices

Buggies and Saddle Horses

s,

First Showing of Spring & Summer Millinery at

GRANDEST DISPLAY OF LADIES MILLINERY

'''
that ever was shown, not only in Santa Fe,
7."

-

.

in the Territory of New Mexico

:

:

:

but
:

:

if

If

Mrs. Welvart, having just returned from the Eastern markets, has every thing for the inspection of
the public. You are all invited to look at the magnificent display of GAGE, FISKE and other
Tailored Hats. Also dress Hats. It will cost you nothing to look and it will convince you that you
can get the best and most beautifully trimmed hats of the latest models, at a third less than you
would pay in any other millinery establishment.
Mrs. Jeanette Welvart, the designer needs no introduction as she is regarded as the best milliner

V

m New Mexico.

in
WATCH for our grand opening to be announced later.

9,
fU

i

i

NATHAN

MRS. JEANETTE WELVART

ALA ON

at

SANTA FE,
NEW MEXICO.

8

